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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, several long-duration subduction earthquakes took place in different
locations around the world, e.g., Chile in 2010, Japan in 2011, China in 2008, and Indonesia in
2004. Recent research has revealed that long-duration, large-magnitude earthquakes may occur
along the Cascadia subduction zone of the Pacific Northwest Coast of the U.S. The duration of
an earthquake often affects the response of structures. Current seismic design specifications
mostly use response spectra to identify the hazard and do not consider duration effects. Thus, a
comprehensive understanding of the effect of the duration of the ground motion on structural
performance and its design implications is an important issue.
The goal of this study was to investigate how the duration of an earthquake affects the
structural response of special concentric braced frames (SCBFs). A comprehensive experimental
program and detailed analytical investigations were conducted to understand and quantify the
effect of duration on collapse capacity of SCBFs, with the goal of improving seismic design
provisions by incorporating these effects. The experimental program included large-scale shake
table tests, and the analytical program consisted of pre-test and post-test phases. The pre-test
analysis phase performed a sensitivity analysis that used OpenSees models preliminarily
calibrated against previous experimental results for different configuration of SCBFs. A tornadodiagram framework was used to rank the influence of the different modeling parameters, e.g.,
low-cycle fatigue, on the seismic response of SCBFs under short- and long-duration ground
motions. Based on the results obtained from the experimental program, these models were
revisited for further calibration and validation in the post-test analysis.
The experimental program included three large-scale shake-table tests of identical singlestory single-bay SCBF with a chevron-brace configuration tested under different ground
motions. Two specimens were tested under a set of spectrally-matched short and long-duration
ground motions. The third specimen was tested under another long-duration ground motion. All
tests started with a 100% scale of the selected ground motions; testing continued with an everincreasing ground-motion scale until failure occurred, e.g., until both braces ruptured. The shake
table tests showed that the duration of the earthquake may lead to premature seismic failure or
lower capacities, supporting the initiative to consider duration effects as part of the seismic
design provisions. Identical frames failed at different displacements demands because of the
damage accumulation associated with the earthquake duration, with about 40% reduction in the
displacement capacity of the two specimens tested under long-duration earthquakes versus the
short-duration one.
Post-test analysis focused first on calibrating an OpenSees model to capture the
experimental behavior of the test specimens. The calibration started by matching the initial
stiffness and overall global response. Next, the low-cycle fatigue parameters were fine-tuned to
properly capture the experimental local behavior, i.e., brace buckling and rupture. The post-test
analysis showed that the input for the low-cycle fatigue models currently available in the
literature does not reflect the observed experimental results. New values for the fatigue
parameters are suggested herein based on the results of the three shake-table tests.
The calibrated model was then used to conduct incremental dynamic analysis (IDA)
using 44 pairs of spectrally-matched short- and long-duration ground motions. To compare the
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effect of the duration of ground motion, this analysis aimed at incorporating ground-motion
variability for more generalized observations and developing collapse fragility curves using
different intensity measures (IMs). The difference in the median fragility was found to be 45% in
the drift capacity at failure and about 10% in the spectral acceleration (Sa). Using regression
analysis, the obtained drift capacity from analysis was found to be reduced by about 8% on
average for every additional 10 sec in the duration of the ground motion.
The last stage of this study extended the calibrated model to SCBF archetype buildings to
study the effect of the duration of ground motion on full-sized structures. Two buildings were
studied: a three-story and nine-story build that resembled the original SAC buildings but were
modified with SCBFs as lateral support system instead of moment resisting frames. Two planer
frames were adopted from the two buildings and used for the analysis. The same 44 spectrallymatched pairs previously used in post-test analysis were used to conduct nonlinear time history
analysis and study the effect of duration. All the ground motions were scaled to two hazard
levels for the deterministic time history analysis: 10% exceedance in 50 years and 2%
exceedance in 50 years. All analysis results were interpreted in a comparative way to isolate the
effect of duration, which was the main variable in the ground-motion pairs. In general, the results
showed that the analyzed SCBFs experienced higher drift values under the long-duration suite of
ground motions, and, in turn, a larger percentage of fractured braces under long-duration cases.
The archetype SCBFs analysis provided similar conclusions on duration effects as the
experimental and numerical results on the single-story single-bay frame.
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Introduction

1.1

OVERVIEW

Steel structures are commonly used in regions of high seismicity because they are able to resist
lateral loading because of their high ductility. Lateral systems fall under two categories: braced
frames or moment frames. Braced frames, such as special concentrically braced frames (SCBFs),
are a popular design choice. They are cost effective, easy to assemble, and perform satisfactorily
in terms of limited drift. When considering performance-based seismic design (PBSD), SCBFs
must meet life safety and collapse prevention requirements under large infrequent earthquakes.
To ensure that steel designs meet such objectives, proper simulation of the nonlinear behavior is
mandatory. Because existing SCBFs analytical models are heavily dependent on several
assumptions, e.g., low-cycle fatigue and fatigue-induced rupture, their response needs to be
carefully validated. Modeling approaches currently used in practice might not accurately predict
the post-yield mechanisms and failure modes, especially under special lateral loading cases tied
to low-cycle fatigue, as might occur in earthquakes long in duration. Studying such long-duration
effects is realized using mostly numerical rather experimental simulation; a brief literature
review is discussed below. Thus, proper modeling and numerical simulation of seismic response
of SCBFs is crucial. Simplified modeling in popular platforms such as OpenSees [McKenna et
al. 2006] rely on beam–column elements rather than accounting for three-dimension (3D) local
behavior. This begs the question: how reliable are these models are when used to assess the
behavior of SCBFs under long-duration earthquakes or in the development of fragility curves for
PBSD?
Nonlinear behavior of SCBFs is controlled by the braces buckling in compression,
yielding in tension, and post-buckling response through rupture. The gusset plates used to
connect braces to the beams and columns must accommodate the large expected inelastic
deformations and end rotations when the braces buckle, while still sustaining the full axial
capacity of the brace. The actual design of gusset plates for SCBFs connections can significantly
affect their deformation capacity; therefore, they need to be properly modeled to simulate large
deformations associated with local and global brace buckling. Different methods are used to
capture the onset of cracking or fracture of braces using strains values or components of strains,
or the computed stress–strain history from the analyses. Ikeda and Mahin [1986] proposed a
model based on a simplified geometric representation consisting of simply supported elastic
brace member with an idealized plastic hinge located at mid-span. The analytical equations
developed for this formulation were supplemented with empirically derived formulas related to
the variation of tangent modulus of elasticity during cycling and the axial force-rotation
relationship considered for the plastic hinge.
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More complex modeling of SCBFs without relying on simplified approaches might
require detailed 3D finite-element models (FEM) that uses solid elements. A recent study by
Hassan and Mahmoud [2017], investigated the effect of modeling resolution on the seismic
performance of a steel hospital building. Their models varied from a simplified two-dimensional
(2D) model without soil–structure interaction to a complex 3D model that included soil–structure
interaction. The study showed that the incorporating realistic material behavior and accurate
connection modeling enhanced the system global behavior obtained from analysis.
Unfortunately, a major shortcoming for such detailed or complex models is the substantial
computational cost associated with such analyses, especially for structures with large numbers of
degrees-of-freedom simulated through failure [Hsiao 2012].
Thus, even with recent advances in computing power, a complex 3D FEM is not typical
practice in design offices. Simpler FEMs that consider a combination of one-dimensional (1D)
force- or displacement-based beam–column elements and various translational and rotational
springs are computationally appealing and more commonly used. Although modeling
simplifications might compromise the accuracy of nonlinear analyses used to predict SCBFs
seismic performance when compared to detailed 3D FEM, well-calibrated and informed FEMs
that utilizes only 1D elements can still be very beneficial, providing insight for use in PBSD
[Salawdeh and Goggins 2013]. For instance, such models use fundamental concepts of
engineering mechanics to estimate the input parameters of its key components, which are then
fine-tuned or calibrated using experimentally available research data to reasonably verify the
overall geometric and component modeling assumptions. This design strategy will be used
herein.
The effect of earthquake duration on system response is not fully understood, even as
long-duration ground motions have occurred and been recorded recently, including: Iquique,
Chile (Mw 8.2, 2014), Tohoku, Japan (Mw 9.0, 2011) and Maule, Chile (Mw 8.8, 2010), etc..
Current seismic design codes do not consider duration effects and rely mainly on spectral
accelerations. The influence of earthquake duration on structural performance does not only
depend on the duration definition, but it is also highly dependent on the structural model and the
engineering demand parameter (EDP) or damage metric used in judging the performance.
In one of the earliest studies to tackle duration effects, Marsh and Gianotti [1995] used
artificial acceleration records representing the Cascadia subduction zone earthquakes as an input
for inelastic response history analyses of single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems. They found
that structures subjected to long-duration motions accumulate damage as a result of repeated
cycles. Bommer and Martinez-Pereira [2000] reported more than 30 definitions of strong
ground-motion duration in the literature. The most common duration definitions are the
bracketed duration and the significant duration. The bracketed duration is defined as the measure
of the time interval between the first and last exceedance of an absolute acceleration threshold,
for example, 0.05g or 0.1g. The significant duration is defined as the interval over which a
specific amount of Arias Intensity (AI) is achieved; this amount is usually taken as 5–95% or 5–
75% of AI. The significant duration for the different ground motions is the definition adopted in
this study. Recently, records of long-duration ground motions became available after events such
as the Tohoku earthquake and encouraged research into the effect of earthquake duration on
structural performance, which will be discussed next.
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Only a few studies have considered the problem of buckling and low-cycle fatigue in
SCBFs in response to long-duration earthquakes. Foschaar et al. [2012] investigated the effect of
ground-motion duration on the collapse capacity of a three-story steel-braced frame. They used
two record sets, one with long-duration records and the other with spectrally equivalent shortduration records. This approach isolated the effect of ground-motion duration from other groundmotion characteristics. They found that duration affects significantly the collapse capacity. The
seismic response of SCBFs is dictated by brace buckling and fatigue-induced failure, which, in
turn, is expected to relate to duration effects and damage accumulation from longer earthquakes.
While many studies did not necessarily look at the direct effects of short- versus longerduration earthquakes on SCBFs, the literature contains significant research on the fatigue life of
braces among other steel components. For example, Kanvinde and Deierlein [2004] reported that
the ultra-low-cycle fatigue, or sometimes referred to as extremely-low-cycle fatigue, caused
failure in very few cycles (of the order of ten) and is strongly influenced by microstructure. Wen
and Mahmoud [2015] developed a new fracture model for ductile fracture of metal alloys that is
dependent on both stress tri-axiality and the Lode parameter. The model covered both monotonic
and reverse loading. Pereira et al. [2014] reported fatigue behavior of piping-grade steel under
monotonic, low-cycle, and ultra-low-cycle fatigue. They reported that ultra-low cycle fatigue is
characterized by high-amplitude and short-duration motion where the number of cycles is less
than 100. Therefore, understanding how the seismic performance of SCBFs is dependent on the
fatigue life of braces in relation to duration of an earthquake is an important research problem,
which is addressed in this study.
1.2

RESEARCH PROBLEM

This study investigated the effect of earthquake duration on seismic performance of steel SCBFs
with special focus on low-cycle fatigue modeling effects. The ultimate seismic behavior of
SCBFs is dominated by the low-cycle fatigue-induced braces collapse. At the onset of the braces
failure, most of the lateral capacity is lost, causing noticeable drift ratios, and, depending on what
drift ratios correspond to the failure versus what is intended from the design, a premature failure
might take place. One of the questions this study addressed was whether a longer duration
ground motion would lead to a complete failure or collapse at force or displacement values lower
than design values because of damage accumulation or low-cycle fatigue effects. Obviously,
damage accumulation increases with the increase of the ground-motion duration, or more
precisely its “significant duration,” as discussed throughout this study. The next question was
whether the existing computational models (e.g., steel constitutive models or low-cycle fatigue
models) accurately capture the correlation between earthquake duration and damage
accumulation. Force-based and displacement-based design philosophies incorporated in current
design codes and standards depend mainly on the design response spectrum corresponding to a
specific location, and do not account for ground-motion duration or the accumulation of damage
cycles. Thus, the third question addressed in this study was whether the current code-compliant
SCBFs designs sensitive to longer duration earthquakes or are valid for such scenarios and meet
life-safety code requirements. To address these outstanding issues, a comprehensive
experimental and analytical study was undertaken.
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1.3

METHODOLOGY

This study used an analytical and experimental framework to investigate the seismic behavior of
SCBFs under long-duration earthquakes. The analytical part of the study was composed of a
preliminary modeling and sensitivity analysis and post-test analysis, The experimental part
included shake table tests. The first phase of the analysis focused on a preliminary investigation
of duration effects on SCBFs using a detailed sensitivity analysis to understand the influence of
modeling parameters. The sensitivity analysis was also used to determine whether or not current
analytical methods and models capture accurately to duration effects and whether dedicated
testing was needed for further validation. Preliminary analysis was used to finalize the
experimental program in terms of selecting the shake table input ground motions, designing the
test setup, instrumentation plan, etc. Following the sensitivity and pre-test analysis, a selfcontained experimental program was conducted, i.e., the effects of short- and long-duration
earthquakes were compared. Three identical one-half-scale frames were tested under different
ground motions scenarios to show the effect of the duration on the overall global behavior of
one-story one-bay SCBFs with chevron brace configuration and not only individual components
such as the braces.
The subsequent post-test analysis used numerical models of the tested specimen and fullsystem analysis on selected archetype SCBFs. The experimental results were used to calibrate
and validate a reliable OpenSees model that captured the behavior of the tested steel frames
under both short- and long-duration ground motions. The calibrated model for the test specimens
was used to assess and evaluate the current different fatigue modeling parameters available in the
literature based on the tested three specimens. In order to generalize the results of the tests
beyond only three tests, the calibrated model was used to conduct additional analyses under 88
ground motions with different durations. Forty-four pairs of spectrally-matched short- and longduration records were used to conduct incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) and develop fragility
curves to better quantify the duration effect on the structural safety and collapse capacity of the
tested specimens.
The last part of the analysis considered full-scale SCBFs systems adopted from archetype
buildings and compared these results with the results obtained from the analysis and testing of
the one-half-scale single-bay single-story frames. In order to address the duration effect on
realistic structures, three- and nine-story archetype buildings were selected as representative
SCBFs to conduct extensive nonlinear time history analysis using the two different suites of 44
ground motions as before to represent short-crustal and long-subduction earthquake events. Only
deterministic analysis was conducted in this case. The 44 pairs of ground motions were scaled to
two hazard levels that corresponded to 10% and 2% exceedance in 50 years. The behavior of the
full SCBFs was assessed with respect to various EDPs at the two specific hazard levels to further
study the effect of earthquake duration.
1.4

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of the study was to study the seismic response of SCBFs under long
duration earthquakes as it relates to low-cycle fatigue. More specifically, the objectives of the
analytical and experimental tasks mentioned above were as follows:
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1.5



Investigate and rank the effect of structural and low-cycle fatigue modeling
parameters on the seismic response of SCBFs through detailed sensitivity
analysis;



Conduct three large-scale SCBF shake table tests under different crustal and
subduction ground motions;



Use the test data to verify and calibrate computational models for low-cycle
fatigue and the tested specimens in OpenSees, and utilize the calibrated model
to assess validity of existing low-cycle fatigue input parameters;



Use the calibrated OpenSees model for the test specimens to conduct IDA and
develop fragility curves under short- and long-duration suites of ground
motions;



Develop detailed numerical models for representative SCBFs from archetype
buildings to use for nonlinear time history analysis under a large number of
short- and long-duration ground motions; and



Assess the seismic response of code-compliant SCBFs under short- and longduration earthquakes to provide insight for future design guidelines
development to improve seismic design and performance-based assessment of
SCBFs.

REPORT OUTLINE

This report is comprised of seven chapters and four appendices. Chapter 1 introduces the
research problem and the study’s objectives. Chapter 2 provides a brief literature review. Chapter
3 presents the development of finite-element models for SCBFs and calibrates the model using
previous relevant experimental data in addition to the details and results of the conducted
sensitivity analysis. Chapter 4 describes the design and development of the experimental
program, including the following: specimens design, test setup, test program, instrumentation
plan, and ground motions selection for the shake table tests. The tests results and discussion of
global and local behavior of the tested frames are presented in Chapter 5. Next, Chapter 6
compares the results obtain from the numerical model with the experimental test results to
determine if such models are appropriate for conducting IDA and assessing existing low-cycle
fatigue modeling parameters. The last part of the study is presented in Chapter 7, which extends
the analysis to archetype buildings to better study the ground-motion duration effects. Overall
summary and main findings and conclusions from the full study are presented in Chapter 8. The
report also includes four appendices that provide detailed drawings and photographs of the
specimens’ fabrication and testing along with the details of the ground motions used in this
study.
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2

Background and Literature Review

This section presents a brief background and literature review summary focused on previous
research on SCBFs and long-duration effects on structural performance.
2.1

PREVIOUS RESEARCH OF SCBFS

For life safety and collapse prevention, SCBFs are designed to develop brace buckling during
large, infrequent earthquakes. After brace buckling, SCBFs exhibit highly nonlinear and inelastic
behavior., Nonlinear behavior of bracing members mainly governs the system performance in
SCBFs. During the 1970s and 1980s, experimental investigations were performed to better
understand and improve the nonlinear behavior of SCBFs. The focus of those experimental
investigations can be categorized into three groups: tests of brace components, gusset-plate
connections, and full-scale braced-frame systems. Researchers who studied the post-buckling
and tensile yield behavior of the brace include: Workman [1969], Wakabayashi et al. [1973],
Popov et al. [1976], Kahn and Hanson [1976], Black et al. [1980], Astaneh-Asl [1983], Foutch et
al. [1987], Lee and Goel [1987], and Aslani and Goel [1989].
Gusset connections were also investigated by applying tensile loads to the connections
(e.g., Whitmore [1952] and Hardash and Bjorhovde [1985]). Those studies verified that the
Whitmore method estimated with a sufficient degree of accuracy the maximum tensile stress in
the gusset plates, and the block shear model was proposed to estimate the tensile fracture
capacity. Thornton [1984] investigated the compressive capacity of the gusset plates and
proposed a method to estimate the buckling strength based on the Whitmore width and the
effective length of the gusset. Using the Thornton and Whitmore procedure, many experimental
studies were been conducted to improve the performance of the gusset-plate connections using
monotonic (e.g., Hu and Cheng [1987], Gross and Cheok [1988], Brown [1989], Cheng et al.
[1994], and Sheng et al. [2002]) and cyclic loading (e.g., Rabinovitch and Cheng [1993],
Walbridge et al. [1998], and Grondin et al. [2000]). The previous studies led to several key
results that were comprehensively summarized and reported by Hsiao [2012].
More recent research tested full-scale SCBF systems consisting of bracing members with
gusset-plate connections at the ends of the brace, which represented the interaction of the bracing
member and gusset connections (e.g., Astaneh-Asl [1983], Goel and El-Tayem [1986], Aslani
and Goel [1989], and Xu and Goel [1990]). These investigations mainly studied systems with
single, double-angle, and double-channel bracing members. Past studies verified yield
mechanisms and failure modes, e.g., brace yielding and buckling, gusset-plate yielding, brace
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2.1.1 Previous Research Studying Long-Duration Effects
The duration of an earthquake is expected to affect structural response; however, current seismic
design specifications commonly use response spectra to identify the hazard and do not consider
duration effects. Partly this is because, historically, ground-motion records of earthquakes with
long duration are less common, and most ground-motion databases include mainly short-duration
records. Recently, more seismic events, longer in duration, have occurred and recorded, e.g., the
2011 Tohoku earthquake. Older studies considered synthetic ground motions and other methods
to study earthquake duration effects because of the paucity of appropriate records.
This section presents a number of previous studies that considered ground-motion
durations that focused on duration effects on structural response. Note: most of the research in
this area was analytical or numerical, with most of the applications focused on concrete
structures. The review provided next includes research results on concrete buildings or bridge
columns, and some recent studies on the duration effect on steel structures, including CBFs (or
SCBFs), and moment resistant frames (MRFs).
Kunnath et al. [1997] tested twelve identical reinforced concrete bridge columns. Some
specimens were tested using standard cyclic loads, while others were tested using numerically
predicted displacement values that represent the column’s response to different ground motions.
They determined that the damage sustained was due to low-cycle fatigue of the longitudinal
reinforcing bars and rupture of the spirals. Other studies addressed the effect of poor
confinement of reinforced-concrete bridge columns under long-duration ground motions, either
experimentally [Stapleton 2004; Ranf et al. 2006] or numerically [Thompson 2004]. These
studies showed that poorly confined columns will experience minor damage when subjected to a
large subduction zone earthquake, and that neither the short- nor the long-duration motions
caused damage to bridge columns.
Ou et al. [2014] performed both experimental and analytical studies of the seismic
behavior of reinforced-concrete bridge columns under long-duration ground motions. They
quantified the duration by the number of times the 5% PGA was crossed based on the
acceleration history. An approximate threshold of 600 crossings was chosen to differentiate
between the short- and long-duration motions. More recently, Mohammed et al. [2016]
performed both experimental and numerical investigations on the effect of earthquake duration
on the collapse capacity of reinforced-concrete bridge columns. They performed shake table tests
on five identical large-scale columns subjected to ground motions from the 2011 Tohoku (long
duration), 1989 Loma Prieta (short duration), and 2010 Maule (long duration) earthquakes.
Mohammed [2016] used the results from these tests results to calibrate and validate an OpenSees
model for testing bridge columns. Incremental dynamic analysis was employed, using different
sets of spectrally equivalent long- and short-duration motions. Three ground-motion sets were
used, one long duration and two short-duration sets. Each set consisted of 112 ground-motion
records. Mohammed [2016] determined that ground-motion duration has a significant effect on
displacement collapse capacity of reinforced-concrete bridge columns. Columns subjected to
long-duration motions showed 25% lower displacement capacities compared to columns
subjected to short-duration motions.
Other researchers have focused on the structural safety and collapse capacity of concrete
structures as related to ground-motion duration. Hancock and Bommer [2007] analyzed an eight-
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story reinforced concrete wall-frame building using 30 ground-motion records. The main
objective was to study the correlation between ground-motion duration and different damage
measures. They concluded that there was a correlation between the duration of the motion and
cumulative damage measures, such as absorbed hysteretic energy and fatigue damage.
Raghunandan and Leil [2013] investigated the influence of ground-motion duration on the
collapse capacity of 17 reinforced-concrete building models using IDA subjected to a set of 76
ground-motion records. The study concluded that the long-duration records significantly affect
the collapse capacity of a structure as it imposes higher energy demands compared to shortduration motions. Finally, Raghunandan et al. [2015] carried out nonlinear dynamic analyses on
24 buildings designed according to outdated and modern building codes for the cities of Seattle,
Washington, and Portland, Oregon. They found that the median collapse capacity of the ductile
(post-1970) buildings is approximately 40% less when subjected to ground motions from
subduction-zone earthquakes compared to crustal earthquakes.
Unfortunately, there are only a few studies that have analyzed duration effects on steel
structures. Lignos et al. [2011] studied the seismic capacity of high-rise steel buildings subjected
to long-period long-duration ground motions. It was shown that connection fractures due to
cumulative damage amplify maximum story-drift ratios at lower stories of high-rise buildings.
Other researchers have studied steel moment-resisting frames behavior under long duration
records. Li et al. [2014] investigated the collapse probability of mainshock-damaged steel
buildings under aftershocks. Analytical studies were conducted utilizing structural degradation
models derived from existing publicly-available NEEShub data. Although aftershocks are
normally somewhat smaller in magnitude, their ground-motion intensity is not always smaller.
Moreover, aftershocks may have a higher PGA compared to the mainshock, even longer in
duration, and significantly different energy content as a result of the change in their location
relative to the site. Li et al. [2014] found that collapse capacity of a structure may be
compromised significantly when the building is subjected to a high-intensity mainshock and may
collapse in response to a small aftershock following the mainshock.
Chandramohan et al. [2016] investigated the effect of ground-motion duration on the
collapse capacity of different structures. Two sets of long- and short-duration ground motions
were used to conduct IDA to study the effect of the ground-motion duration on a five-story steel
moment frame and a reinforced-concrete bridge. The duration of the ground motion was found to
have a significant influence on structural collapse capacity. The median collapse capacity
estimated by the long-duration set was less by 29% and 17% than that estimated by the shortduration set for the steel frame and the bridge column, respectively. A comparison between
different duration metrics was performed, and the significant duration was chosen as the
preferred duration metric. Another recent study Barbosa et al. [2016] investigated the
performance of steel moment-resisting frames under sets of 22 short-duration and 22 longduration motions compared in terms of the expected level of damage caused by the earthquakes
and spectral acceleration. The obtained results indicated that for large spectral accelerations,
longer duration motions tend to induce larger peak interstory drifts and damage indices. In
addition, the relationship between the peak interstory drift ratio and damage indices was found to
be nonlinear; this level of nonlinearity increases with ground-motion duration.
Most recently, Marafi et al. [2019] simulated ground motions for a magnitude 9 Cascadia
subduction zone earthquake that will affect the Puget Lowland region, including cities underlain
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by the Seattle, Everett, and Tacoma sedimentary basins. This study is among several recent
studies conducted at UW as part of a large research initiative named the M9 project.
Marafi et al. [2019] reported that the current national seismic maps do not account for the
effects of these basins on the risk-targeted maximum considered earthquake (MCER). The
simulated motions for Seattle had large spectral accelerations (at a period of 2 sec, 43% of
simulated M9 motions exceeded the MCER), damaging spectral shapes (particularly at periods
near 1 sec), and long durations (5–95% significant durations near 110 sec). For periods of 1 sec
or larger, the resulting deformation demands and collapse likelihood for four sets of singledegree-of-freedom systems exceeded the corresponding values for motions consistent with the
conditional mean spectra (CMS) at the MCER intensity. The regional variation of damage was
estimated by combining probabilistic characterizations of the seismic resistance of structures and
the effective spectral acceleration, Sa,eff, which accounts for the effects of spectral acceleration,
spectral shape, and ground-motion duration. For high-strength, low-ductility systems located
above deep basins (Z2.5 > 6 km), the likelihood of collapse during an M9 earthquake averaged
13% and 18% at 1.0 sec and 2.0 sec periods, respectively. For low-strength, high-ductility
systems, the corresponding likelihoods of collapse averaged 18% and 7%.
Studies that specifically consider earthquake duration and steel CBFs or SCBFs (core of
this report) are limited. Foschaar et al. [2012] investigated the effect of ground-motion duration
on the collapse capacity of a three-story steel braced frame. They used two record sets, one with
long-duration records and the other with spectrally equivalent short-duration records. This
approach isolated the effect of the ground-motion duration from other ground-motion
characteristics. They found that the duration affected the collapse capacity significantly. Using
OpenSees, Tirca et al. [2015] studied the effect of mega-thrust subduction records versus crustal
records by analyzing the nonlinear response of four-story, eight-story and 12-story moderately
ductile (MD)-CBF office buildings located in Canada. They found that in the case of the eightstory and 12-story MD–CBF buildings, the largest demand under both crustal and subduction
record sets occurred on the bottom two floors. In the case of the four-story MD–CBF building,
the largest demand occurred at the top floor under the subduction-record set and at the bottom
two floors under the crustal-record set. They concluded that subduction records, characterized by
a longer Trifunac duration, did not affect the peak interstory drift or the peak residual interstory
drift; damage was concentrated at floors characterized by lower brace over strength. To avoid the
occurrence of brace fracture when subjected to ground motions scaled to match the design
spectrum, it is recommended to provide a sufficient safety margin when selecting the size of
bottom floor braces.
Recent M9 project work touched on SCBFs under potential subduction scenarios. Li et al.
[2019] studied the effect of deep sedimentary basins and how they might increase the intensity of
ground motions and their effect on SCBFs; such effects are not considered in U.S. building
codes. Numerically, three-, nine-, and 20-story SCBF archetypes were subjected to largemagnitude interface earthquakes recorded in basins in Japan with similar depths as the Seattle
basin. The results demonstrate that deep basins in combination with the long ground-motion
duration resulted in brace fracture at lower spectral accelerations. The results suggested that the
strength of the archetypes inside deep basins and subjected to interface earthquakes would need
to be increased by a factor of over 2.0 to ensure similar collapse probabilities as those located
outside basins and/or subjected to crustal earthquake hazards.
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In summary, most of the previous studies have concluded that longer duration
earthquakes can have significant effects on structural performance and there is an urgent need for
long-duration effects to be considered in the seismic design of structures. Given the potential
seismic hazard in the Pacific Northwest, studies on the effect of long-duration earthquakes on
SCBFs is long overdue. Testing is necessary to verify that current modeling techniques,
especially those models that consider low-cycle fatigue, capture duration effects. This study
focused on the results of shake table test and numerical methods as the first major step in
determining the effect of long-duration ground motion on the structural performance of SCBFs,
with an emphasis on brace rupture and low-cycle fatigue damage associated with longer
duration earthquakes.
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3

Modeling and Sensitivity Analysis

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the influence of modeling parameters on the
seismic response of SCBFs as it relates to ground-motion duration. This analysis was also
considered as a part of the pre-test analysis used to develop the experimental part of this study
and assist in the selection of potential ground-motion records.
3.1

LOW-CYCLE FATIGUE MODELING

Low-cycle fatigue modeling is a critical feature in any analysis of the response of SCBFs to
seismic excitation. The Fatigue material parameter implemented in OpenSees is wrapped around
the parent Steel02 parameter assigned to braces that tracks the accumulated damage. One of the
earliest brace-fracture models implemented in OpenSees was developed by Uriz [2005] and is
based on low-cycle fatigue of constant plastic strain amplitude that predicts cumulative damage
according to Miner's rule. Note: under seismic loading, the strain may not have constant
amplitude [Uriz and Mahin 2008].
Based on independent research by Coffin [1953] and Manson [1965], the relationship
between the plastic strain amplitude,  i , experienced by each cycle i, and the number of cycles
to failure, Nf, is linear in the log–log domain; the slope is equal to m [Equation (3.1)], and  0 is
the strain for a single reversal. The m and  0 parameters are also known as the fatigue ductility
exponent and fatigue ductility coefficient, respectively. The Fatigue wrapper counts cycles
through a modified rainflow counting scheme, which uses only recent strain history and tracks
the cumulated damage, D, at each fiber. Several studies suggest using different values for m and
 0 based on regression analysis of results from experimental data in the literature.
Table 3.1 shows a summary of the different studies and recommended models or values
for estimating the m and  0 , and are mainly valid for structural steel braces. Note that two of the
listed studies in Table 3.1 provide equations [Equations (3.2) and (3.3)] for estimating  0 rather
than the specific values as shown here. Equation (3.2) has been proposed by Lignos and
Karamanci [2013] for predicting the value of  0 for slenderness ratio of up to 85, which was
slightly modified by Tirca and Chen [2014]—as shown in Equation (3.3)—to account for HSS
braces with slenderness ratio (kL/r) between 50 and 150 using data from fourteen experimental
tests.
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 i   0   Nf 

m

(3.1)

E
 kL 
 w
  0.484    0.613 
 r 
t 
 Fy


 0.3


(3.2)

E
 b0 
 kL 
  0.859    0.6 
 r 
 t 
 Fy


 0.1


(3.3)

 0  0.291

 0pred  0.006 

The Giuffre–Menegotto–Pinto model [Menegotto and Pinto 1973] designated as Steel02
material was the nonlinear constitutive law used for all members modeled in this study. The
hysteresis loop simulated by the Giuffre–Menegotto–Pinto model follows the previous loading
path for a new reloading curve, while deformations are accumulated. Karamanci and Lignos
[2014] proposed some parameters for Steel02; see Table 3.2. Other researchers have used
different modeling parameters to determine response, e.g., Chen and Tirca [2013] used a
different set of input parameters for Steel02 simulation in OpenSees. Aguero et al. [2006] used
different set of parameters to define the transition from the elastic to plastic response and
considered isotropic hardening. The Steel02 input parameters or arguments, i.e., the OpenSees
TCL command line, is illustrated in Equation [2.4) below for reader’s convenience.
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 $matTag $Fy $E $b $R0 $cR1 $cR2 <$a1 $a2 $a3 $a4 $sigInit>

(2.4)

A sample set of Steel02 input [Aguero et al. 2006] uses the following values: R0 = 25; cR1
= 0.925; cR2 = 0.15; a1 = a3 = 0.00001; a2 = a4 = 0.00002; the kinematic hardening parameter, b,
set to 0.01. Note how these parameters vary from what is shown in Table 3.2 per Karamanci and
Lignos [2014]. Accordingly, different sets of input parameters for Steel02 are used in this
sensitivity analysis as will be explained later.
Table 3.1

Different recommended values for OpenSees fatigue modeling (m
and  0 ).

m

0

Lignos and Karamanci [2013]

-0.30

Equation (2.2)

Uriz and Mahin [2004]

-0.50

0.095

Tirca and Chen [2014]

-0.50

Equation (2.3)

Chen and Mahin [2012]

-0.60

0.090

Santagati et. al [2012]

-0.46

0.070

Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]

-0.50

0.190

Lai and Mahin [2012]

-0.46

0.099

Study
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Table 3.2

3.2

Recommended Steel02 parameters based on Karamanci and Lignos
[2014].
Section

b

R0

cR1

cR2

a1

a2

a3

a4

HSS (rectangular)

0.001

22.

0.925

0.25

0.03

1.0

0.02

1.0

HSS (round)

0.005

24.

0.925

0.25

0.02

1.0

0.02

1.0

Wide Flange

0.001

20.

0.925

0.25

0.01

1.0

0.02

1.0

ANALYTICAL MODEL

3.2.1 Model Description
Two selected braced frames (Figure 3.1) from previous experimental studies at the UW were
used in this study to verify and calibrate the analytical developed herein. The two specimens,
designated as HSS1 [Johnson 2005] and HSS31 [Palmer et al. 2012], used single diagonal and
X-bracing, respectively. More details for the two frames are described in Table 3.3.
Many modeling aspects used in this study followed Hsiao et al.’s [2012] methodology.
Force-based nonlinear beam–column elements with five integration points were used to model
the braces, beams, and columns. Fiber cross sections were employed to simulate various steel
cross sections, assuming plane-strain compatibility. Concentrated spring elements were used to
model the connections. The Giuffre–Menegotto–Pinto model, designated as Steel02 material,
was the nonlinear constitutive law used for all members. The OpenSees model also was used to
evaluate nonlinear models with pinned or rigid joints at the brace–beam–column connections.

W16x45

W16x45
HSS 3X3X1/4

2t Linear offset
TYP.

Figure 3.1

W12x72

W12x72

144.016

W12x72

W12x72

140.16

HSS 5X5X3/8

8t Elliptical offset
TYP.

W16x45

W16x45

140.16

144.016

Typical test specimen for single-story single-bay SCBF: diagonalbraced HSS1 (left) and X-braced HSS31 (right).
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Table 3.3

Dimensions and material properties for selected UW test
specimens.
Column
W12*72

Brace HSS

Fy (ksi)

Fy (ksi)

Size

Fy
(ksi)

a
(in.)

b
(in.)

tp
(in.)

Fy
(ksi)

Type

N(t)

HSS1

59.0

59.5

5×5×3/8

69.5

34.0

30.0

0.5

118.0

Linear

2

HSS31

50.0

50.0

3×3×1/4

46.0

11.7

9.25

0.25

87.0

Elliptical

8

Specimen

Beam
W16*45

Gusset plate

Clearance

The accurate modeling of a SCBF must include the full cyclic inelastic behavior of the
brace, including buckling in compression, yielding in tension, and post-buckling behavior.
Gunnarsson [2004] demonstrated that accurate simulation of brace buckling behavior is achieved
with ten or more nonlinear beam–column elements along the length of the brace. Accurate
predictions of the buckling curves [AISC 2005a] were achieved using an initial displaced shape
using a sine function with the apex equal 1/500 of the length of the brace. Measured material
properties are provided in Table 3.3. For the constitutive model, the strain-hardening ratio of
0.01 was used. The brace was stiffer and stronger at the ends as result of the block shear length
of the gusset and net section reinforcement. This increased local strength and stiffness was
modeled, which reduced deformation and little local yielding occurred in this portion of the
brace. To represent the complex cross section at these locations, an increased strength element
was used at each end of the brace.
The models captured tensile yielding, buckling, and post-buckling behavior of the brace,
which are highly nonlinear behaviors and key elements in the seismic response of the SCBF
system. Significant deformation and yielding of the gusset-plate connections were also
considered along with local yielding of the beams and columns adjacent to the gusset plate. The
OpenSees model used mainly simplified discrete component models including beam–column
elements and concentrated springs. The modeling technique is similar to models used by Hsiao et
al. [2012]. Force-based nonlinear beam–column elements with five integration points were used
to model the braces, beams, and columns. Fiber cross sections were employed to simulate
various steel cross sections, assuming plane-strain compatibility. Concentrated spring elements
were used to model the connections. The following subsections provide additional detail of the
modeling approaches and quantification of the important variables used for each component of
the SCBFs.
3.2.1.1

Gusset-Plate Connection

Gusset-plate connections in actual structures are neither pinned nor fixed joints, and these
connections have a significant effect on the stiffness, resistance, and inelastic deformation
capacity of the SCBF system. Hence, accurate simulation of these connections is required. To
simulate the nonlinear out-of-plane rotational behavior of the gusset-plate connections, single
and multiple springs along the brace axial direction at and beyond the end of the brace were
considered and investigated. Based on research of Hsiao et al. [2012], the correct estimate of the
gusset-plate stiffness is required to accurately predict the buckling capacity of the brace. The
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initial stiiffness of thiis rotational spring was based on thhe geometryy and propertties of the ggusset
plate. A rational
r
estim
mate of gussset stiffness is
i provided bbased on Equ
quation (3.5)..
K rot.cal 

E  Wwt 3 


Lave.  12 

(3.5)

In
n design, thee maximum stress in thee gusset plaates is approxximated usinng the Whittmore
model [1
1952] with a 45° projecttion angle; see
s Figure 3 .2. Here, thee Whitmore width is ussed to
approxim
mate a geom
metry that pro
ovides an eq
quivalent unniform stresss distributionn, and repreesents
the portion of the gu
usset that iss most effecctive in resissting the loaads and defformations oof the
brace. Th
his width an
nd the gusseet-plate thick
kness are useed to compuute the rotattional stiffneess in
Equation
n (3.5), i.e., EI/L. The flexural
fl
stren
ngth of the nnonlinear rootational sprring mode iss also
based on
n the Whitmore width, which
w
is effeective in com
mputing thee capacity off Whitmore cross
2
section of
o the gusseet plates, Wwt p 6 . The post-yield stiffness is 1% of the initial rotattional
stiffness. Because th
he gusset plate
p
sustain
ns minimal in-plane deeformation relative to other
deformattions modes of the framee, it is modelled using riggid links.

Figure 3.2
3.2.1.2

Illustratio
on of the pro
oposed conn
nection mode
el [Hsiao et a
al. 2012].

mn Connectiions
Beam–Colum

The beam
m-to-column
n connection
ns at location
ns without a gusset platte were sheaar-plate (or ssheartab) conn
nections. Beeam–column
n connection
ns at beam––column-bracce connectioons were welded
flange welded-web
w
connections.
c
. As a resullt, they weree treated as fully restraained connecctions
with the simplified pinned or fixed conneection modeels. The connnections were simulateed as
illustrated in Figure 3.3(a). Thee model is a combinatiion of the zzero-length nonlinear sppring
element and the Pinching4 ma
aterial modeel (both avaailable in O
OpenSees), which allow
ws to
simulate degradation
n of strength
h and stiffneess as shownn in Figure 3.3(b). The moment-rottation
model deeveloped by
y Liu and Astaneh-Asl
A
[2004] wass used to estimate the initial rotattional
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stiffness and the maximum
m
positive
p
and
d negative moment caapacities for the shearr tab
ons with an
nd without slabs. Thee compositee shear-tab connection model inccludes
connectio
compositte action forr shear tabs with
w compossite slabs be aring againsst the face off the columnn. All
of the paarameters of the bending
g moment an
nd rotation ccapacity in thhe figures w
were based onn Liu
and Astaneh-Asl’s sttudy.
Force beam elements
e
weere used forr columns, bbeams, and bbraces. Tweelve force beam–
column elements
e
weere used for the braces with
w five inttegration poiints. Co-rotaational geom
metric
transform
mation was used
u
for the braces as large out-of--plane displaacements weere expectedd. All
model deetails are illu
ustrated in Fiigure 3.4.

Figure 3.3

Illustration
n of (a) the sh
hear-tab con
nnection and
d (b) the Pinc
ching4
material model
m
in Open
nSees (adop
pted from Hsiao et al. [2012]).
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Zero‐length Rotational Spring
Beam

Moment
𝑀

𝑊 𝑡
6

𝐹

0.01 𝐾

,

Column

𝐾

𝑊 𝑡

𝐸
𝐿

.

12

Rotation

Zero‐length Spring model
of Shear‐tab Connection

Initial out‐of‐plane
imperfection= (L/500)

Load
HSS fiber section

Column

Wide‐flange
fiber section

Deformation

Pinching4 Material Model
(Opensees)

Wide‐flange
fiber section

Rigid End Zone

Beam

Nonlinear Beam‐Column Element
Figure 3.4

Illustration of the numerical model details used for the sensitivity
analysis.

3.2.2 Calibrated Model Results
To verify and calibrate the numerical models, several iterations for calibrating the full model
against experimental results were conducted for the HSS1 and HSS31 frames described above.
Two criteria had to be met: (1) gain confidence in the overall modeling features and techniques,
such as simulating gusset plate or welded connection behavior; and (2) provide a baseline set of
input parameters that technically capture experimental response under cyclic load and relate it to
both modeling sensitivity analysis and ground-motion duration effects. Many of the iterations
were concerned with the m and ε0 values as these parameters can capture the onset of failure.
Other iterations focused on the material model input parameters for Steel02.
The developed OpenSees models for diagonal-brace (HSS1) and X-brace (HSS31)
frames were analyzed under same cyclic loading history as the experimental portion of the study.
The analysis and tests results were compared to validate the accuracy of the OpenSees models
and finalize model calibration. Comparable nonlinear displacements and drifts histories were
obtained from both the proposed numerical model and the experimental tests; see Figure 3.5.
Moreover, Figurew3.6(a) and (b) show the force-deformation relationships (hysteresis) for the
final calibrated HSS1 and HSS31 models, respectively. Both figures show that both models
successfully reproduced the observed behavior from the corresponding experimental test. To
ensure that the compression response was accurately simulated in the numerical model in both
tests, the out-of-plane buckling value was compared with the experimental tests and showed very
close agreement.
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3.3

Figure 3.5

Simulated and measurred response
es of specim
men HSS1:
displacement history (top) and forc
ce history (b
bottom).

Figure 3.6

s of specimen
ns: (a)
Simulated and measurred force-drifft responses
ngle brace; a
and (b) HSS3
31 with doub
ble XHSS1 with diagonal sin
bracing.

GROUND-M
G
MOTION SE
ELECTION

The main
n objective of this part of the study
y was to invvestigate thee effect of vvarying moddeling
parameteers on the seeismic respo
onse of SCB
BFs under shhort- and lonng-duration ground mottions.
Two setss of long- an
nd short-duraation earthqu
uakes (eightt ground mootions per set) were com
mpiled
and used
d for nonlin
near time history
h
analy
ysis of the two calibrrated bracedd frames m
models
presented
d above. Th
he ground motions
m
from
m both sets were first scaled suchh that their m
mean
response spectra match
m
a rep
presentative target maxximum connsidered earrthquake (M
MCE)
spectrum
m, referred to
o as the 100%
% scale. Thee objective oof the analyssis was to deetermine how
w the
seismic capacity
c
of the
t considerred frames varied
v
with m
modeling paarameters annd ground-m
motion
duration. Thus, a targ
get MCE spectrum for San
S Franciscco, Californiia, was usedd to obtain thhe socalled 10
00%-scale reecords for tw
wo reasons:: (1) San Frrancisco is ssusceptible tto typical crrustal
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short-duration earthquakes, which is the case for current design codes with no specific
consideration for longer duration earthquakes; and (2) ground motions scaled to this MCE
spectrum at the considered frames periods are likely to fail under the so-called 100% scale; less
incremental analysis runs will be needed to capture the full failure in all cases.
With this in mind, for those cases where a failure (brace rupture) did not occur when
subjected to the 100%-scale ground-motion intensity, the intensity was increased in 10%
increments until the failure occurred, and both displacement and force capacities were obtained,
as shown in the analysis results sections. A total of 16 records were chosen to cover a high range
of duration from 13–119 sec based on the 5–95% significant duration definition. Table 3.4 shows
the details of the selected ground motions used in this part of the study. Examples of the
earthquake events considered in these sets include 1940 Imperial Valley, 1971 San Fernando,
1999 Chi-Chi (Taiwan), and 2011 Tohoku (Japan) earthquakes. Figure 3.7 shows the response
spectra for the selected scaled short- and long-duration individual records along with their mean
as compared to the target spectrum. The figure’s legends also indicates the significant duration of
each record and shows the match between the mean spectrum and target spectrum in the vicinity
of the fundamental period of both of the frames considered.
Table 3.4

Long-duration set

Short-duration set

Type

Summary of ground motions used in the sensitivity analysis.

GM #

Earthquake

Station name

Ds 5–95
(sec)

1

1940 Imperial Valley

El Centro Array

24.20

2

1952 Kern County

Santa Barbara Courthouse

22.10

3

1952 Kern County

Taft Lincoln School

30.30

4

1961 Hollister

Hollister City Hall

18.70

5

1966 Parkfield

Cholame - Shandon Array

13.14

6

1971 San Fernando

Lake Hughes

15.70

7

1971 San Fernando

Pasadena - CIT Athenaeum

14.50

8

1983 Coalinga

Cholame 3E

20.63

1

2011 Tohoku, Japan

GNMH05

62.93

2

2011 Tohoku, Japan

TKY007

81.03

3

2011 Tohoku, Japan

IBR009

86.55

4

2011 Tohoku, Japan

YMT015

106.01

5

2011 Tohoku, Japan

SIT003

30.30

6

1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan

CHY079, E

37.57

7

1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan

CHY019, N

39.10

8

2011 Tohoku, Japan

Matanzas

34.96
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Figure 3.7

3.4

Mean resp
ponse spectra
a for short-d
duration (left)) and long-duration
(right) grou
und motions
s compared tto the target MCE respon
nse
spectrum of
o San Franc
cisco.

MODEL
M
SEN
NSITIVITY ANALYSIS
S

Using the validated OpenSees models
m
for both of the ddiagonal andd X-bracing frames discuussed
above, fiive modeling
g parameterss were varied one at a tiime to conduuct a sensitiivity analysis and
investigaate the seism
mic response of such SCB
BFs under grround motionns of differeent durationss. The
variation
n in the peak
k drift ratio and
a base sheear capacity from the anaalysis results for both siinglestory diaagonal and X-bracing
X
SCBFs
S
is thee focus of tthis sensitiviity analysis.. The five vvaried
parameteers include: (a) Steel02
2 input paraameters; (b) low-cycle fatigue m aand ε0; (c) bbrace
slenderneess ratio; (d
d) number of brace elem
ments (meshhing); and (ee) the numbber of integrration
points. When
W
one paarameter wass varied, all other param
meters were fixed at thee “default” vvalues
as verifieed in the mo
odel. For eaach varied parameter, seeveral valuess were seleccted as explained
below an
nd summarizzed in Table 3.6:


Material Model
M
(Steel02): Five seets of valuess were used to define thee material
model as summarizeed in Table 3.5. The taable also shoows the varried input
d in OpenSees. The fivve sets are meant to rreflect the
arguments as defined
following
g cases: builtt-in default values,
v
calibbration againnst experimeents, highenergy hysteretic
h
beehavior, inccreased com
mpressive sstrength oveer tensile
strength, and
a increaseed tensile strength over ccompressive strength.



Low-Cycle Fatigue (m
m and ε0): Eight
E
differennt sets of vaalues were selected to
cover all the
t range off applicable values
v
from published liiterature as ppreviously
summarizzed in Table 3.1.



Brace Sleenderness Raatio: Four values
v
were chosen for tthe brace slenderness
ratio (kL//r). The valu
ues were cho
osen to coveer a high rannge of valuees ranging
from 60 to
t 120. The slendernesss ratio is varried to refleect how this variation
alters the low-cycle fatigue
f
inputt according tto the Tirca and Chen pprediction
equation [2014].
[
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Number of Brace Elements (mesh discretization): Three different elements (6,
8, and 12) were considered to simulate the brace buckling behavior and in
turn, brace capacity.



Number of Integration Points: Four different values were used for the number
of integration points per element (3, 5, 7, and 10) to investigate the nonlinear
solver sensitivity if any.

Table 3.5

Summary of varied Steel02 input parameters used for sensitivity
analysis.
Varied input values; see Equation (3.4) above

Set #
$R0

$cR1

$cR2

$a1

$a2

$a3

$a4

Set 1

20

0.925

0.15

Set 2

20

0.97

0.15

0.003

0.01

0.002

0.01

Set 3

18

0.10

0.15

0

1

0

1

Set 4

20

0.925

0.15

1

1

0

1

Set 5

18

0.925

0.15

0

1

1

1

default built-in
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Table 3.6

Sensitivity analysis models parameters for diagonal (D) and (X-)
brace SCBFs
Parameters input values

CBF type

Diagonal
Bracing

X- Bracing

Model
ID
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-16
D-17
D-18
D-19
D-20
D-21
D-22
D-23
D-24
X-1
X-2
X-3
X-4
X-5
X-6
X-7
X-8
X-9
X-10
X-11
X-12
X-13
X-14
X-15
X-16
X-17
X-18
X-19
X-20
X-21
X-22
X-23
X-24

Varied
parameter

m

0

Steel02

KL/r

No. of
elements

No. of int.
points

80

12

5

80

6
8
12

5

Steel02

-0.5

0.138

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5

# of elements

-0.5

0.138

Set 2

# of
Integration
points

m&

0

KL/r

-0.5

0.138

-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5

0.047
0.095
0.138
0.119
0.09
0.07
0.19
0.099
0.105
0.119
0.123
0.191

Set 2

80

12

3
5
7
10

Set 2

80

12

5

Set 2

60
80
100
120

12

5

117

12

5

117

6
8
12

5

Steel02

-0.5

0.152

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5

# of elements

-0.5

0.152

Set 2

# of
Integration
points

m&

KL/r

0

-0.5

0.152

-0.3
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5
-0.6
-0.458
-0.5
-0.458
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5

0.044
0.095
0.152
0.1784
0.0837
0.09
0.07
0.19
0.099
0.0384
0.0849
0.1667
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Set 2

117

12

3
5
7
10

Set 2

117

12

5

Set 2

60
80
100
120

12

5

3.5

NONLINEAR
N
R TIME HIS
STORY AN
NALYSIS R
RESULTS

As previo
ously mentio
oned, the tw
wo main objeectives of thiis sensitivityy analysis weere to underrstand
the effecct of critical modeling assumptions,
a
e.g., low-cyycle fatiguee, on the seismic responnse of
SCBFs, and investig
gate the effe
fect of earth
hquake durattion on SCB
BFs when vvarious moddeling
parameteers were variied determin
nistically. To
o accomplishh both objecttives, a total of 768 nonllinear
time history analysiss cases were conducted (24
( model vaariations × 116 ground m
motions × 2 fframe
configuraations). Seleected nonlinear time hisstory analysiis results aree shown bellow along w
with a
summary
y of the meaan peak resp
ponse valuess from the shhort- and lonng-duration ground mottions;
see Tablee 3.4.
3.5.1 Selected
S
Re
esponse History
H
Presented
d below is a sample of th
he results an
nd response hhistories obttained from different anaalysis
cases, which was ussed to deterrmine peak response vaalues to estiimate meann values from
m all
ground motions
m
(see Section 3.5
5.2) and the sensitivity aanalysis pressented in Seection 3.6. F
Figure
3.8 show
ws the force-displacem
ment relation
nship and bbase shear fforce and ttop displaceement
histories of Model #D-23
#
(see Table
T
3.6 forr model paraameters andd definition) under one oof the
long-duraation groun
nd motions. The hysterresis shows degradationn in stiffneess due to bbrace
buckling and eventu
ually compleete rupture. Figure 3.9 shows sam
me results foor diagonal-bbrace
configuraation but wiith differentt model parameters (Moodel #D-7) and under one of the longduration ground mottions. Figurees 3.10 and 3.11
3
show siimilar plots but for two X-bracing ccases:
# and #14
4 under seleccted short- and
a long-durration motioons, respectivvely. The figures
Models #11
show thaat the analysis was valid
d until both braces
b
ruptuured; they illuustrate the aalmost symm
metric
versus assymmetric beehavior of XX and diagon
nal-brace coonfigurationss.

Figure 3.8

Diagonal-b
bracing frame, Model #D--23 under se
elected shortt-duration
ground mo
otion: (a) hys
steresis, (b) d
displacemen
nt, and (c) force
histories.
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Figure 3.9

Diagonal-b
bracing frame, Model #D--7 under sele
ected long-duration
ground mo
otion: (a) hys
steresis, (b) d
displacemen
nt, and (c) force
histories.

Figure 3.10

el #X-11 unde
er selected s
short-duratio
on ground
X-bracing frame, Mode
ement, and (c
c) force histo
ories.
motion: (a)) hysteresis, (b) displace
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Figure 3.11

X-bracing frame, Mode
el #X-14 unde
er selected lo
ong-duration
n ground
motion: (a)) hysteresis, (b) displace
ement, and (c
c) force histo
ories.

3.5.2 Summary
S
of
o Mean Peak Respon
nse
Considerring the two
o sets of short- and lon
ng-duration ground mottions (eight records/set)), the
mean peaak response values from
m the eight ground mottions/set for all the diffe
ferent modells (24
model vaariation/bracce configuraations) are su
ummarized in Table 3.77. The show
wn peak respponse
values in
nclude the fraame top disp
placement, base shear, annd top acceleeration.
In
n most of the modeling cases shown
n in Table 3.6, the reporrted peak displacementss, i.e.,
displacem
ment capacitty, is lower compared
c
to those cases subjected too long-duratiion motions.. This
is attribu
uted to the effect of low
w-cycle fatigu
ue and damaage accumullation associated with loonger
ground motions,
m
whiich leads to earlier or pre-mature
p
ruupture whenn compared to short-durration
ground motions.
m
Thee same obseervation for duration eff
ffects is pressented in tw
wo other diffferent
ways in Section
S
3.7. The variatio
on between the
t different models is ddiscussed in m
more detail iin the
sensitivitty analysis reesults presen
nted in Sectio
on 3.6.
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Table 3.7

Model
no.

Summary of mean peak response values for all models from two
motions sets.

Varied
parameter

Top displacement (in.)
Shortduration

Long
duration

Base shear (kips)
Shortduration

Long
duration

Top acceleration (g)
Shortduration

Long
duration

337.5
361.5
345.0
427.0
522.5
363.0
358.0
361.5
361.0
361.5
361.0
361.0
342.0
350.0
361.5
361.0
331.0
342.0
378.5
357.0
596.5
361.0
207.5
227.0

1.18
1.22
1.29
1.57
1.42
1.30
1.20
1.22
1.21
1.22
1.21
1.22
1.07
1.17
1.22
1.24
1.15
1.16
1.33
1.07
1.85
1.24
0.99
1.21

1.11
1.19
1.18
1.35
1.28
1.17
1.17
1.19
1.22
1.19
1.19
1.19
0.96
1.01
1.19
1.13
0.79
0.91
1.31
1.03
1.66
1.13
0.82
0.89

265.00
236.00
263.50
348.50
562.50
272.50
202.50
236.00
237.00
233.50
240.00
235.50
200.00
202.50
236.00
246.50
192.50
194.50
240.00
206.00
230.00
227.00
337.50
246.50

0.98
0.87
0.93
1.52
1.47
0.89
0.80
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.75
0.86
0.87
0.87
0.83
0.83
1.14
0.86
0.75
0.84
1.30
0.87

0.77
0.75
0.82
0.99
1.11
0.81
0.76
0.75
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.74
0.75
0.72
0.75
0.79
0.67
0.67
0.78
0.75
0.64
0.71
0.88
0.79

Single (diagonal-) braced frame
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11
D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-16
D-17
D-18
D-19
D-20
D-21
D-22
D-23
D-24

Steel02
input sets

No. of
elements
No. of
integration
points

m and

0

KL/r

3.56
4.04
2.64
9.85
12.58
3.05
3.31
4.04
4.03
4.04
4.18
3.99
1.45
2.89
4.04
3.24
1.96
1.95
6.51
2.34
4.92
3.24
4.05
6.60

2.08
2.35
1.92
10.71
12.01
2.02
1.93
2.35
2.24
2.35
1.92
1.97
1.38
1.73
2.35
1.97
0.73
1.29
3.61
1.96
4.14
1.97
2.25
5.52

334.5
367.0
338.0
417.5
534.0
374.0
363.5
367.0
366.5
367.0
357.5
367.0
346.5
359.5
367.0
357.5
349.5
350.0
385.0
363.5
684.5
357.5
221.5
236.0

Double (X-) braced frame
X-1
X-2
X-3
X-4
X-5
X-6
X-7
X-8
X-9
X-10
X-11
X-12
X-13
X-14
X-15
X-16
X-17
X-18
X-19
X-20
X-21
X-22
X-23
X-24

Steel02
input sets

No. of
elements
No. of
integration
points

m and

KL/r

0

4.90
5.15
4.40
14.65
11.55
5.60
9.50
5.15
5.40
5.15
5.75
4.75
7.10
7.05
5.15
5.10
8.16
9.96
8.06
7.78
7.35
8.05
6.05
5.10

6.15
9.90
6.75
9.25
6.90
8.20
8.85
9.90
7.70
9.90
9.25
6.75
9.95
10.10
9.90
4.20
8.90
8.31
6.26
8.69
10.00
10.05
3.30
4.20

295.00
288.50
287.50
460.00
680.00
296.50
232.50
288.50
293.00
288.50
290.00
290.00
222.50
276.00
288.50
295.00
235.50
247.50
312.00
266.50
242.50
280.00
435.00
295.00
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3.6

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

As previously discussed in Section 3.3 on ground-motion selection, the mean spectra of the
short- and long-duration records match a target MCE spectrum at the considered frames periods.
This means that, on average, the same seismic force demands were applied to the frames;
however, different mean response values were reported at failure. The variation can be only
attributed to the model or design in case of kl/r, parameters variability, and effect of the loading,
i.e., cyclic versus realistic short- and long-duration earthquake loading. Note: the energy
increment test was used in OpenSees with a tolerance of 1.0e-6 and 200 iterations. When
convergence was not achieved, a smaller step (t) was implemented in order to achieve
convergence. In this section, the effect of modeling variability is isolated from loading protocol
effects, and a deterministic tornado diagram analysis is used to present the range of the effect of
each of the considered variables.
3.6.1 Tornado Diagram Analysis
Two types of response results or simply EDPs, i.e., drift ratio at failure and base-shear capacity,
were used to study and rank the effect of modeling variability on SCBFs seismic response using
tornado diagrams. The tornado diagram, commonly used in decision analysis, is an effective way
of representing uncertainties. It has been used in sensitivity analysis in earthquake engineering
(e.g., Porter et al. [2002]) and probabilistic seismic evaluation of structural components and
systems (e.g., Lee and Mosalam [2005]). The tornado diagram consists of a set of horizontal
bars, referred to as swings, one for each source of uncertainty (random variable). The length of
each swing represents the variation in the output due to the variation in the respective parameter.
Thus, a variable with larger effect on the output has larger swing than those with lesser effects.
In a tornado diagram, swings are displayed in the descending order of the swing size from the top
to the bottom. This wide-to-narrow arrangement of swings eventually resembles the shape of a
tornado. Extensive review of the procedure of developing a tornado diagram analysis can be
found in Lee and Mosalam [2005]. In this study, a total of 68 tornado diagrams were developed:
two considered EDPs × two brace configurations × 17 loading cases (1 cyclic loading case as per
original the experimental testing and the 16 short- and long-duration ground motions). To isolate
the effect of ground-motion variability from modeling variations, the results presented herein are
for the mean values as obtained from each set of ground motions, leading to a total of 12 tornado
diagrams (two EDPs × two brace configurations × three loading protocols).
The OpenSees analysis was considered to be the deterministic function evaluation. In
addition, each of the five groups of parameters that ranged between upper and lower bounds
represented the input to the analysis. For instance, when one of the input parameters was set to a
lower or upper bound, the rest of parameters were set to the values determined from model
calibration as previously listed; see Tables 3.5 and 3.6. The absolute difference between these
two values was the swing of the output corresponding to the selected input variable. The tornado
diagram was then constructed by arranging the obtained swings in a descending order as
mentioned above, and the sources of the tornado diagrams for the percentage of failure drift and
base shear at failure outputs are shown next. Note: the results from each SCBF brace
configuration is presented separately because the capacity dictated by rupturing one versus two
braces may relate differently to the modeling parameters.
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V
in
n Drift (Disp
placementt) Capacity
y
3.6.2 Variation
A compillation of 6 different
d
torn
nado diagram
ms is shown in Figure 3..12 to presennt the variatiion in
the obtain
ned drift % of the singlee- (diagonal--) and doubl e- (X-) bracced frame unnder three loaading
scenarioss: the first case
c
consideered the cycclic loading used in thee experimenttal testing oof the
original frame;
f
and th
he second an
nd third casees reflect thee variation inn the mean ddrift % from
m all 8
short- an
nd 8 long-du
uration groun
nd motions. The tornadoo diagrams ppresented inn this sectionn and
next one are a differrent way of presenting the
t results p reviously suummarized iin Table 3.7. The
drift-capaacity tornado diagrams illustrate sev
veral importtant observaations. In genneral, the SC
CBFs
models are
a less senssitive to thee input param
meters undeer cyclic loaading when compared tto the
ground motions,
m
as indicated by
y the tornad
do swings (bbar width) that emphassize the factt that
seismic performance
p
e needs to be assessed under
u
realisttic ground m
motions rathher than cycllic or
pushoverr analyses.

Figure 3.12

Tornado diagrams for drift ratio (%
%) for single- and x-brace
ed frames
under cycllic loading an
nd mean res
sponses from
m sets of sho
ort- and
long-durattion ground motions.
m
Das
shed lines re
epresent results from
calibrated model prese
ented earlierr.
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Among the SCBFs modeling parameters, the slenderness ratio, and the low-cycle fatigue
parameters using the material model (Steel02) lead to significant change in the interpreted drift
capacity (variation between 1% and 12%), unlike the effect of the brace meshing and number of
integration points. Note: given the sensitivity of low-cycle fatigue model in OpenSees when
conducting an analysis of SBCFs, any analysis results and validation of a model should be
viewed with caution when making any design decisions. Recall that there are at least seven pairs
of values available in the literature to define the fatigue model for HSS used in SCBFs. Also note
that the slenderness ratio variation indirectly varied the low-cycle fatigue input, but a single
slenderness ratio value was used when m and ε0 were varied. The brace configuration also results
in different sensitivities to the modeling parameters because of the asymmetric capacity
associated with single diagonal braces.
3.6.3 Variation in Base-Shear Capacity
Similar to before, the variation in the base-shear capacity of the SCBFs considered is presented
in the form of tornado diagrams; see Figure 3.13. The most obvious observation gleaned from
comparing the tornado diagrams for drift versus base-shear capacity is that the fatigue has much
less effect on the base-shear capacity, which, in turn, is found to be highly sensitive to the
material model input and slenderness ratio (which affects the strength of the brace, and, thus, the
buckling behavior of the brace); this explains why this effect is more obvious in the case of
single-diagonal braced frames compared to than double-braced frames. Obviously, the material
model Steel02 can significantly affect the base-shear capacity, especially considered that the
selected input values cover a wide range for material behavior and affect the strength of the
frame under lateral loading. Note: this also highlights the importance of the proper selection of
input values for Steel02 as it can skew the analysis results.
3.7

EFFECT OF EARTHQUAKE DURATION

Another objective of this study was to investigate the effect of earthquake duration on SCBFs but
using an approach that considers critical modeling variables. The results from 768 analyses are
presented below that averages out all considered modeling parameters in an attempt to isolate the
effect of model sensitivity and provide insight into the effect of earthquake duration on collapse
and fragility curves of the SCBFs considered.
3.7.1 Collapse Assessment
Using the same cases as analyzed earlier, the results were re-interpreted to quantify the effect of
the duration rather than modeling sensitivity. In this regard, a preliminary regression analysis
was conducted to determine whether the ground motion significant duration can be related to the
drift capacity, which is expected to relate more to fatigue damage accumulation than strength or
base shear capacity; see Figure 3.14. An inverse linear trend can be observed in the figure when
results from all single-braced frame cases are considered (384 cases) altogether to average out
the effect of modeling uncertainties. From Figure 3.14, the obtained drift capacity from analysis
is reduced by about 7% on average for every 10 sec increase in ground motions duration. When a
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Figure 3.13
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This seems to agree with previous studies (e.g., Chandramohan et al. [2016a, b]) that
demonstrated that when SCBFs are subjected to longer duration earthquakes they accumulate
more damage and result in failures at lower displacement capacities than anticipated from the
design. In addition, the study by Chandramohan et al. [2016a, b] also reported a clear trend
between the spectral acceleration ratio (as an EDP) between and Ds5-75. The trend showed a
smaller collapse capacity as a function of ground-motion duration. In contrast, it was not possible
to find a meaningful trend for the X-bracing system due to the more progressive collapse nature
of X-bracing associated with the sequence of brace failure and gradual loss of lateral capacity as
braces alternate both tensile and compressive stresses after yielding. Moreover, the X-bracing
dictates gusset plate connections at all joints unlike the case of the single-brace system where
shear tab connections are used when no brace connection exists. The modeling of gusset plate
connections usually contributes partially to the lateral frame capacity after brace buckling and
fracture. In other words, the single-braced frame loses its entire capacity after brace failure;
therefore, determining the trend for the duration effect can be better captured.
3.7.2 Fragility Curves
Fragility curves are conditional probability statements of the likelihood that a structure will meet
or exceed a specified level of damage for a given ground-motion intensity measure (IM) [Padgett
and DesRoches 2007]. Fragility curves are a powerful tool for seismic assessment of structures,
and probabilistic methods are commonly used to account for different sources of uncertainties.
For SCBFs, earthquake duration along with the uncertainty in crucial modeling parameters such
as material input or low-cycle fatigue parameters have not been considered among other types of
epistemic uncertainties when families of braced frames’ fragility curves were developed (e.g.,
Roeder et al. [2012]). Based on the results presented herein regarding the effects such parameters
may have on the seismic response of SCBFs, two sets of preliminary collapse fragility curves
were developed using the short- and long-duration earthquakes. The fragility curves presented
below considered the variability inherited in the 24 different model variations for each frame
configuration along with 8 different ground motions per set. Various response values were used
to estimate probability of collapse and a log-normal distribution was fitted to the scattered data
from the analysis to develop the fragility curves; see Figure 3.15. Two response parameters,
namely, the drift ratio and the peak top acceleration designated as spectral acceleration (Sa), were
used to develop the collapse fragility curves under the short- and long-duration earthquakes. The
results are shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, respectively.
As shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, the long-duration set leads to a higher probability of
exceedance or collapse for a given IM. For single braced frames, the difference in the median
fragility is about 45% of the drift capacity at failure, i.e., a reduction from 4% drift capacity to
only 2.1% due to longer duration earthquakes. In contrast, about a 12% and 8% difference in the
median spectral acceleration fragility can be observed in Figure 3.16 for the single- and doublebraced frames, respectively. In the later, about a 20% difference in median fragility was found
between the short- and long-duration cases. Overall, these trends agree to some extent as that
reported in previous studies (e.g., Raghunandan et al. [2015] and Chandramohan et al. [2016a,
b]). For instance, Chandramohan et al. [2016a, b] reported that the median displacement collapse
capacity change by about 29% when longer duration earthquakes are applied to modern steel
moment frames.
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(a)

Figure 3.15

(b)

(a) Typical procedure for developing fragility curve: and (b)
comparison of developed collapse fragility curves for single-braced
frame under short- and long-duration ground motions.

Single
(diagonal-)
brace

Figure 3.16

Double
(X-) brace

Developed fragility curves using spectral accelerations (Sa) for
single- and double-braced frames under short and long-duration
ground motions.
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4

Experimental Program Development

This chapter presents the details of developing the shake table experimental program. A brief
discussion on the current design practices and current code provisions as they apply to SCBFs as
set forth by the American Institute of Steel Construction is presented first. Next, the design
process used to design the three specimens is presented. Then, a discussion of the fabrication and
material properties of the three identical test specimens follows. The experimental shake table
test setup, instrumentation methods, and the ground motions used for the tests are also presented
in details.
4.1

PROTOTYPE AND SPECIMEN

Three identical SCBFs were considered for the experimental program conducted in this study.
The test specimens were adopted from a prototype building from the International Building
Code’s Structural/Seismic Design Manual [2006]. The building’s footprint is 160 ft  120 ft.
Bracing is supplied on the four sides of the building. Figure 4.1 shows a 3D view of the building,
with the general plan illustrated in Figure 4.2. The bracing orientation is shown in Figure 4.3.
The basement panel was chosen to determine the design forces and configuration for the test
specimens. According to the shake table dimensions available at University of Nevada, Reno,
and the height of the mass rig attached to the specimen, a geometric scale of 1/2 was used to
determine design forces. The test specimens followed the simple laws of similitude [Lu et al.
2008]; the main similitude scale factors are presented in Table 4.1. Figure 4.4 shows the final
design specimen with all the dimensions and members used, with the details of the design of
each member or connection provided in next two sections. Readers are also referred to Appendix
A for the shop drawings and design details.
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Figure 4.1

A

A three-dimensional view of the prototype building used to
determine the test specimens design forces.
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Figure 4.2

Plan view of the prototype building.
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Figure 4.3
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Table 4.1

Similitude scale factors used for the conducted shake table tests
(after Lu et al. [2008]).
Parameter

Relationship

Model/prototype

Length (L)

SL

½

Young’s modulus (E)

SE

1.0

Stress (σ)

Sσ = SE

1.0

Strain (ε)

Sε = Sσ / SE

1.0

Density (ρ)

Sρ = Sσ / SL

2.0

SL2.Sσ

¼

Force (F)

3

Mass (m)

Sm = Sρ . SL

Stiffness (k)

Sk = SE . SL

Time (t) and period (T)

4.2

SF =

St = (Sm / Sk)

1/2

¼
½
0.707

Displacement (d)

Sd = SL

½

Velocity (v)

Sv = SL / St

0.707

Acceleration (a)

Sa

1.0

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The specimens were designed carefully to be consistent and representative of current practice.
Sources used during the design of the test specimens included current codes, the SAC model
building [1997], and technical consultation with local consulting firms. The final design was
based on testing constraints. The codes and design recommendations used include the following:
AISC LRFD Manual [2010b], AISC LRFD Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings,
and Steel TIPS [2016]. A special feature of SCBFs is the gusset plate connection. Several
methods are discussed herein for designing gusset plate connections. The widely used Uniform
Force Method (UFM) was chosen for use in this study based on input from local design firms.
4.3

DESIGN CALCULATIONS

4.3.1 General
Specimens were designed using AISC LRFD (2010b) in conjunction with LRFD seismic
specifications. The prototype building used for determining the specimen forces was designed
for a location in Seattle, Washington, using Seismic Design Category D with soil Site Class C.
The building was designed to meet the ASCE-7 design spectrum. A response modification factor
equals to 6 was used in the design. The calculated period was found to be 0.12 sec.
The design loads and calculations were based on a full-scale prototype, and then scaling
factors were applied to obtain the corresponding design forces values for the scaled specimen.
The gravity load used was 76 psf on the typical floor and 74 psf for the roof. Loads from the
exterior curtain wall and steel studs were taken as 20 psf, with an exterior wall height of 13 ft.
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The total mass on floor was approximately 1605 kips and was distributed along two sides of
bracing; each specimen had three vertical bracing systems. The scaled mass on each frame was
approximately 67 kips. To simulate this mass for the shake table test, two concrete blocks (each
weighing approximately 20 kips) were added to the mass rig frame, which weighs about 60 kips.
The additional mass along with the specimen weight and the rigid link that connects the mass rig
to the specimen all together provide a very close equivalent to the required 67 kips.
The AISC Seismic Design Provisions [2002] require that the connection be designed for
the plastic capacity of the brace. Therefore, the exact design checks for the connection are
dependent on the members and connection types chosen. Therefore, in terms of this project, a
brief discussion of the final frame design is presented below. The members chosen for the test
specimens were: W1846 for the beam, W1230 for the columns, HSS 2.52.53/16 for the
brace and a tapered gusset plate. These sizes were selected after designing the specimen. The
selection of the brace was mainly controlled by considering buckling capacity, and then the
selected brace size was checked for tension force.
4.3.2 Brace Selection
Member selection must be in accordance with AISC seismic provisions. The brace width-tothickness (b/t) ratio selected was 11.4, which satisfied the current limit for SCBFs. This limits
the b/t ratio for rectangular HSS sections subjected to axial compression to:

E
b
 0.64 x
t
Fy

(4.1)

Note: the braces size used in this study might not be representative of full-scale braces
typically used in actual buildings. While a brace size is known to affect its fatigue and fracture
properties, it is believed that this limitation would not affect the overall objective of the study,
i.e., the relative comparison of the tested SCBFs and small-scale brace behavior under short and
long-duration ground motions.
4.3.3 Beam Design

The axial load capacity of the beam was designed considering the maximum axial load that could
be delivered to the beams by the rigid link. Consistent with the AISC, the beam design
considered a vertical unbalanced load from the braces, and a beam with the dimensions W1846
was selected. The beam flanges satisfied current seismic requirements, but the beam web did not
satisfy current height-to-thickness requirements for highly ductile sections.
4.3.3.1

Beam Strength

Due to the concentration of force applied from the gusset plate to the beam and column web,
checks had to be made to ensure adequate strength of the web and flange. The design checks
included: web local yielding and web crippling. In addition, flange local bending was checked.
All of these checks are done in accordance with AISC [2002] and were found to be adequate.
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4.3.4 Column Design

The columns were designed following the same basic load assumptions as before. Additional
gravity loads attributed to the columns were considered for the design but were not applied
during testing. Similar to the beam, although the column section satisfies seismic design
requirements, the web and flanges did not satisfy current width-to-thickness requirements for
highly ductile sections. The design was meant to represent real projects and construction
limitations. As the brace had to be connected to a gusset plate, which in turn would be connected
to the column flange and base plate, a large gusset plate footprint was required on the base plate.
This resulted in a large base plate area with a large moment arm between the anchor bolts that
was impractical for consideration as a hinged base connection. Therefore, this connection was
designed to be fixed, which resulted in attracting around 20% of the horizontal load. These loads
were taken in to account while designing the columns.
4.3.4.1

Column Strength

Due to the concentration of force applied from the actuator to the column flange, checks were
made to ensure adequate strength of the web and flange. The web strength was found to be
adequate against web yielding; however, columns flanges needed strengthening plates when the
design force reflected the 160 kips actuator force capacity. Strengthening plates, 3/16 in. thick,
were used on both sides
4.3.4.2

Column–Base Plate Connection

The base connection was designed to carry the yield moment of the column, as the columns were
not expected to exceed the elastic range. The thickness of the gusset plate was designed based on
the overall dimensions of the plate and distribution of the anchor bolts. Anchor bolts were not
allowed to carry any base shear as the shake table’s limitations do not allow any lateral force on
the table. This required having both base plates interact to increase the friction area. This was
achieved by placing angles in the middle between the gusset plates to engage both base plates so
that they would be able to carry all the base shear by friction rather by anchors.
4.3.5 Brace-to-Gusset Plate Connection

The next step in designing the system was to design the brace-to-gusset plate joint. The brace
was connected directly to the gusset plate by fillet welds with a slotted HSS tubular brace; see
Figure 4.5. The weld size and connection length were determined using AISC [2001]. The design
force used for the welds was 1.1RyFy, which is the expected plastic capacity of the brace.
As a final design consideration for this connection, fracture of the net section of the brace
was also checked because the brace was slotted and only connected to the gusset plate on two
sides of the brace. Fracture of the net section was checked using AISC [2001], and the capacity
of the net section was checked against the yield on gross section of the brace increased by 10%
in accordance with AISC Seismic Provisions [2002]. A thickener plate was added to reinforce
the net section of the brace at the slot. In this study, the plates were welded to the unslotted
surfaces of the brace using fillet welds.
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Brace

Thickener
Plate

Net Section

Slot Details
Figure 4.5

Brace-to-gusset-plate connection.

4.3.6 Gusset-Plate Design

The first step in designing the gusset plate was to determine its thickness. Four checks were
necessary in determining the plate thickness: block shear, yielding of the Whitmore section,
fracture of the Whitmore section, and buckling. The values of Agt and Ant for a fillet welded
tubular section are equal to the width of the brace multiplied by the thickness of the plate. These
areas are illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Yielding and fracture of the Whitmore section were computed using the concept of the
“Whitmore width.”. The Whitmore width is an assumed width over which the load can be treated
as a uniform stress. The Whitmore width (Bw) was found by extending lines at 30 relative to the
brace from the beginning of the brace -to-gusset plate connection to the end of the connection:
see Figure 4.6.

Brace

(a)

Figure 4.6

(b)

(a) Illustration of block shear, and (b) Whitmore width for gusset
plates.
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A report by Cheng et al. [1994] reported that the Modified Thornton method was the most
accurate method in predicting the buckling capacity of rectangular gusset plates subjected to
axial loading. Thus, this method was used herein in checking the buckling capacity of the gusset
plates. The buckling capacity was calculated using the following expression in Equation (4.2):

Pcr  Agw Fcr

(4.2)

where Fcr is the critical based upon the gusset plate slenderness as follows in Equations (4.3)–
(4.5):
2

For   1.5

Fcr  0.658 Fy

For   1.5

Fcr 

0.877

2

(4.3)

Fy

(4.4)

where
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(4.5)

29, 000

In Equation (4.5), several values of K have been recommended by various research
studies, ranging from 0.5 to 1.2. The value l is found as either the average of l1, l2, and l3, or is
the maximum perpendicular distance from the Whitmore section to the interior corner of the
gusset plate.
4.3.7 Gusset Plate-to-Frame Joint Design
4.3.7.1

Interface Forces

Two design methods for finding the interface forces were considered. According to the UFM, the
brace force is recharacterized into vertical and horizontal components at the beam and column
interface. The forces are computed using equilibrium equations as found in AISC [2001]. The
equations are provided below [Equations (4.6–4.10)] and illustrated in Figure 4.7.

Vuc 
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(4.6)
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r  (  ec )2  (   eb )2

(4.10)
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The second method, commonly referred to as the “KISS” method, involves
recharacterizing the brace forces into a horizontal force at the beam and a vertical force at the
column. The forces and moments found using this method are illustrated in Figure 4.7.

Pu

Pu

Vu

Vuc

Muc

Huc

Mub

Vub

Hu

Hub
(a)

Figure 4.7
4.3.7.2

(b)

Recharacterized forces: (a) UFM method and (b) KISS method.

Gusset-to-Frame Weld Design

One method recommended in AISC [2001] is to size the welds using the vertical and horizontal
interface forces in conjunction with AISC’s Table 8-5. First, resultant forces, Puc and Pub, are
found using the two components of force and for the column forces are as follows [Equation
(4.11)]:

Pu  ( H uc )2  (Vuc ) 2

(4.11)

The angle at which this resultant force acts is found using Equation (4.12):
 H uc 

 Vuc 

  tan 1 

(4.12)

The minimum weld size is then calculated using the provided equation in the table, which is:

Dmin 

1.4 Pu
CC1l

(4.13)

where Dmin is the number of sixteenths-of-an-inch in the fillet weld size; l is the length of the
joint; and C1 is a tabulated coefficient. The 40% increase of the design force Pu is recommended
in AISC [2001] Section 13. The increase of the force is to ensure adequate force redistribution in
the weld group.
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4.3.8 Beam-to-Column (Simple Shear)
4.3.8.1

Initial Design

The beam-to-column connection was designed as a simple shear connection, which is common
design practice. The shear force used to design the connection was related to the plastic moment
capacity of the beam. This is not specified by AISC, but is commonly done by local design firms.
The shear force was found using Equation (4.14):

V

1.5M p
lb



1.5 Fy Z b

(4.14)

lb

where the length l is the length between both shear connections. Then, using this shear force, the
initial plate size and bolt size is found.
4.3.8.2

Bolt Strength

The strength of the bolts was checked for bolts subject to single shear. Then, using AISC [2001]
Table 7-10 the bolt strength can be found for a single bolt. All bolts for this study were designed
as A325 threads.
4.3.8.3

Bearing Strength

Bearing strength of the plate and beam web was checked next. For this check, deformation at the
bolt hole was considered. In addition to this, the shear plate was assumed to be A572 steel.
4.3.8.4

Shear Strength of the Plate

For this check, the net area of the plate was taken as the gross area of the plate in the direction of
shearing minus the area of the bolt holes. Next, the shear yielding strength of the plate was
checked using Equation (4.15):

2
 

 Rn   (0.6)   t pl Fy
3

(4.15)

In this equation, the value  is 0.75 according to AISC [2001]. The quantity two/thirds is the
result of assuming a parabolic shear stress distribution as shown in Figure 4.8. Assuming this
distribution, Equations (4.16) and (4.17) were used to express the stress. The final shear check of
the plate was to check the block shear rupture strength, which was done in accordance with
AISC [2001] Section J4.3.

3
 ave  0.6 Fy
2

(4.16)

2
 

(4.17)

 ave  0.6   Fy
3
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max

Figure 4.8
4.3.8.5

Shear tab plate shear distribution.

Plate Bending

The bending capacity of the plate was checked next. For this check, the moment capacity of the
plate, based on the section modulus of the plate, was checked against the applied moment caused
by the applied shear force at a distance, e, away from the column face. Therefore, the check was
done according to Equations (4.18) and (4.19) as follows:

 Rn  V (e)

(4.18)

where

Rn  

t p l p2
6

Fy

(4.19)

In this equation,  is 0.9, tp is the thickness of the plate, and l is the height of the plate.
4.3.8.6

Shear Plate Welds

As a final check, the capacities of the fillet welds that connect the shear plate to the column face
were checked.
4.4

CONSTRUCTION OF SPECIMENS

The construction of the specimens was done by a fabricator in the Reno–Tahoe area, YAJIMA
USA, by a group of experienced steel construction workers. The frames were constructed in
several steps as follows: (1) cut beams, column and brace to length; (2) complete weld
preparations; (3) complete beam and column connections; (4) connect column stiffener plates;
(5) cut gusset plates to appropriate dimensions; (6) weld gusset plates to frame; (7) weld the
brace to gusset plates; and (8) weld the brace thickener plates.
As mentioned, each SCBF component was first cut to the needed size. Beams and
columns were flame cut, and the cut surfaces were ground to length. The gusset plates were
flame cut to size, and the edges were ground smooth using an angle grinder. The brace was cut to
length using a band saw. In order to slot the brace, a hole was first drilled at the end of the slot;
see Figure 4.9. Brace slots were then flame cut slightly oversized with a small taper in order to
compensate for local shrinkage due to heat effects and to simplify placement of the brace.
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4.5

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Each specimen contained both welded and bolted connections. All welded connections were
made using 1/16 in. dual shield 7100 Ultra-E71T-9 Flux Cored ESAB weld wire. A325 3/4 in.diameter bolts were used to connect framing elements to each other. All bolted connections were
pre-tensioned connections (in accordance with RCSC Specifications), with threads excluded for
the shear plane. The grade of steel used for the specimen elements is shown in Table 4.2.
Theoretical values of Fy and Fu were used for design calculations according to the grade of steel.
Theoretical values for member geometries were also used in calculations for the design of the
specimens.

4.6

Table 4.2

Steel grades.

Element

Steel grade

Beams

A992

Columns

A992

Brace

A500-B

Plates

A572

TEST SETUP

The three SCBFs were tested on one of the biaxial shake tables at the Earthquake Engineering
Laboratory at UNR. Figure 4.11 shows schematic details of the complete shake table test setup,
and Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the actual setup. In order to represent the inertial mass, each
specimen was attached laterally with the mass rig system. This inertial mass system was
designed by Laplace et al. [1999]. The mass rig was connected to the column flange using a rigid
link to apply the lateral force to the specimen. A special link was designed and fabricated to
connect the mass rig to the column flange. Four threaded high-strength rods were used to connect
the special link with the mass rig. The total inertial mass was 60 kips, which was represented by
two concrete blocks—weighing approximately 20 kips each—were added to the mass rig (which
weighs about 20 kips).
An important aspect of the test setup was the out-of-plane restraining system. All the
tested frames had fixed-base connections in two directions, but additional safety frames were
added to prevent any out-of-plane movement or vibrations. The out-of-plane restraints were
developed to simulate the typical out-of-plane restraints provided by additional framing
components but still provide a smooth and almost friction-free resistance to in-plane movement
of the frames during the tests. The restraining system consisted of two columns, each was
aligned with the main frame column, that were in turn connected to the main frame column with
two pipe sections that connected the flanges at two different levels. In order to allow the
translation in the excitation direction and prevent the out-of-plane translation, a special joint was
added. The details of the restraining system are illustrated in Figure 4.14. This system was
chosen, because it is economical and allowed for unobstructed in-plane translation of the frame.
See Appendix C for several photographs of the different setup stages and close-ups of major
instrumentation.
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Figure
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4.7

INSTRUMENTATION

Multiple measurement techniques were used for each specimen during the tests. The specimens
were instrumented to measure forces, displacements, strains, and accelerations. In addition, highdefinition video cameras were used to capture damage propagation. A summary of the
instrumentation and layout is presented next.
4.7.1 Load, Displacement, and Acceleration Measurement

A load cell was inserted within the lateral rigid link connecting the specimen with the mass rig
and used to measure total force applied to the specimen during testing. Measuring the total force
applied to the specimen was important and used for capacity estimation. External lateral
displacement of the frame was measured using one string potentiometer connected to the top of
the frame at the north column. Each brace had two string potentiometers attached mid-span to
measure both in-plane and out-of-plane displacements, and buckling during testing. In addition, a
string potentiometer was attached along each brace to measure the amount of elongation
occurring due to buckling. To capture the deformation of the bottom gusset plates, three linear
variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were attached to the gusset plates. Figure 4.15 shows
the orientation and layout of all of the string potentiometers and LVDTs.
Eight accelerometers were used to measure the accelerations for each specimen and
distributed as follows: two were installed on the column top, two were installed on the midheight of the column, one was mounted on the beam mid-span, two were mounted on the two
base plates, and one was mounted on the table; see Figure 4.15. In addition, all shake table
actuators provide force, displacement, and acceleration feedback, which were used to compare
measurements obtained from the other instrumentation used in all tests.

2 WP ‐ Frame
long. disp.
2 WP frame
trans. disp.
In‐plane & Out‐
of‐plane WP
Wire pot.
LVDT
Accelerometer

Figure 4.15

String Pots, LVDTs layout, and location of accelerometers..
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4.7.2 Strain Measurement

Several strain gages were used for each specimen at various locations. All strain gages used in
this study were manufactured by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co. Ltd. Strain was measured only in
the braces and gusset plates, using YEFLA-5 gauges. All gages had a nominal gauge factor of
2.14 with a 6-mm gauge length. Strain gages with high elongation were used in the HSS brace
elements. Several rosette strain gages were also used in the gusset plates to measure strains in
two directions. Figure 4.16 shows the layout of the different strain gages for each specimen.
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Figure 4.16
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Inclined GN-R3

GS-RB1 Vertical GN-RB1
GS-RB2 Horizontal GN-RB2
GS-RB3 Inclined GN-RB3

GN-2

GN-1

Front
Back

Strain gages locations and distribution for each test specimen.

4.7.3 Cameras

During the tests, cameras were used to capture damage of the specimens. Two high-definition
cameras were installed on the east and west side of the specimens, and go-pro cameras were used
near the bottom gusset plates to capture any cracking or yielding that may occur. Note: targettracking digital image correlation (DIC) was applied for the tested SCBFs, which explains the
black and white targets previously shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The DIC work was part of
another study that aimed at verifying DIC techniques for dynamic response monitoring and
structural system identification [Ngeljaratan and Moustafa 2017; 2018]. Thus, results from DIC
are not part of the scope of this study and are not shown in this report. However, the distribution
of DIC targets and coordinate identification for one of the SCBFs is shown in Figure 4.17 as an
example for clarification; more details are provided in Ngeljaratan and Moustafa [2017; 2018].
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seismic performance of SCBFs under long-duration subduction earthquakes. Both long-duration
ground motions were adopted from the 2011 Tohoku, Japan, earthquake.
For the two spectrally-matched ground motions, an original record from Tohoku was
used for the long-duration case and a short-duration record from the PEER NGA West 2
database [PEER 2011] was selected and matched in two steps. First, the online PEER NGA
matching tool was used to get a close matching record to the selected long-duration record. Then,
SeismoMatch [2016] was used to alter the frequency content of the short-duration record such
that the response spectrum would closely match the one for the long-duration record such that
the response spectrum would closely match the one for the long-duration record within the
period ranges of interest: 0.05 to 0.6 sec, which well encompassed the specimen’s fundamental
period. The actual records and characteristics are listed in Table 4.3. Figure 4.18 shows the
acceleration histories of the short- and long-duration ground motions used for testing after time
scaling for similitude; see Table 4.1. Figure 4.19 shows the response spectra of the original and
matched short-duration record as compared to that of the long-duration record.
For the third test, a second long-duration Tohoku ground motion was used, but the record
was selected such that the velocity and/or displacement pulses—if they existed—were shifted
from the peak acceleration or pulse. There was not a specific objective for such a selection other
than to demonstrate the effects of another long-duration record with different characteristics, and
to see whether the shifted displacement pulse affected the low-cycle fatigue damage
accumulation. Figure 4.20 shows the acceleration, velocity, and displacement time histories of
the third ground motion where the anticipated shift in the pulses or simply peak values occurred.
A final note is that the two long-duration records were handpicked using several trials and
extensive pretest analysis to follow these simple criteria: (1) to determine the feasibility of
adopting a reasonably scaled short-duration ground motion as a means of comparison for this
study, and (2) to maintain the expected force and acceleration demands all the way through brace
rupture within the allowable shake table and actuators limits, i.e., 160 kips and 4.0g.
Table 4.3

Characteristics of the selected ground motions for all three test
specimens.

Test ID

Earthquake event

Station
name

PGA (g)

Significant
duration (sec),
scaled

S1

Japan,
Tohoku 2011

YMTH04 NS2

0.57

70

S2

USA,
San Fernando 1971

Santa Anita
Dam

0.75

7.8

S3

Japan,
Tohoku2011

IWT005 NS

0.48

64

Notes

Spectrally
matched
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Figure 4.18

Acceleration time histories of the long- and modified short-duration
records.
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Figure 4.19

Acceleration response spectra of the original and matched shortduration record versus the long-duration record.
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Figure 4.20
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5

Experimental Results and Discussion

This chapter summarizes the results of the shake table tests of the three specimens. The
progression of testing and the damage sequence is documented. The global behavior of
Specimens S1, S2, and S3, in terms of lateral forces, displacements, stiffness, and changes in
period is presented first. Then, the localized behavior of the braces in terms of strains, and
damage accumulation is discussed.
5.1

GLOBAL RESPONSE

5.1.1 Test Progression and Mode of Failure

The exact number of runs and scales until brace rupture for each specimen tested was difficult to
determine before the tests. In addition, every ground-motion test that occurred after the onset of
buckling would directly contribute to the fatigue life and, thus, needed to be properly assessed.
Optimally, it was desired to achieve brace buckling around the original 100% ground motion
level so that the following larger scale runs would have meaningful contribution to the fatigue
life, and, in turn, rupture could be achieved within few number of runs. One challenge associated
with the fixed base of the columns of the frames was the distribution of the lateral dynamic
forces between the columns and braces. Thus, it was not easy to determine what percentage of
the force should be allocated to the braces to calculate buckling loads for estimating the best
ground-motion scale. Accordingly, a small scale of the long-duration ground motion was
conducted first. Using the strain gages attached to each brace at three different sections, the force
in the braces was estimated and related to the total lateral force measured in the rigid link. Next,
the equivalent total link force was back calculated and related to the original ground motion to
find the intensity scale. This procedure was adopted mainly for the first long-duration ground
motion, and similar scale factors were used for other tests for direct comparison purposes.
For the purpose of the overall discussion of the test results, the first run reported herein is
the first run to cause inelastic buckling. It was assumed that the contribution from the few smallscale trials were conducted primarily to properly tune the shake table and adjust the scale;
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thereforee, any contrib
bution towarrds the fatigue life of thhe braces waas neglected. This assum
mption
is justifieed in that low
w-cycle fatig
gue is usuallly sensitive tto small amoount of cyclees in the ineelastic
range, un
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gh-cycle fatig
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pends on largge number oof cycles in the elastic rrange.
The testiing procedu
ure was succcessfully ach
hieved and inelastic buuckling was observed aat the
intended intensity lev
vels that weere adjusted as part of thhe ground-m
motion selecttion process. The
inelastic buckling iss simply reeferred to th
he residual buckling oor the “end state” afteer the
completion of a given earthquaake run. Figu
ure 5.1 show
ws the inelaastic brace bbuckling annd the
completee brace ruptu
ure for one of the specim
mens.

Figure 5.1

Typical tes
st progressio
on: (a) inelas
stic buckling
g, and (b) com
mplete
brace rupture

5.1.2 Force-Displ
F
lacement Response
R
The first aspect of th
he seismic response reported herein iis the numbeer of runs annd ground-m
motion
amplificaation scale required to
o reach faillure. Regarddless of thee scale vallues, this w
was a
comparattive study, so
s whatever scale factorss were needded to fail thhe SCBF undder the first longduration earthquake were applieed in same order whenn subjecting the specimens to the sshortduration one. The first specimen
n tested und
der the first long-duratioon earthquakke, designatted as
Specimen
n S1 throug
ghout the resst of this diiscussion, reequired seveen incrementtal runs until the
completee brace ruptu
ure was reacched at 200% scale of the original ground mootion. For S11, the
north braace ruptured at 190% scaale, and the south brace ruptured at 200% scale.. Note: the laateral
force cap
pacity of thee tested fram
mes was reached early inn the first few
w runs of testing when bbrace
buckling took place. Increasing the
t ground-m
motion scale after that pooint did not ccause an inccrease
in the fo
orce demand
ds but induced larger displacemen
d
nts; testing ccontinued uuntil the ultiimate
displacem
ment capaciity was cap
ptured. Figu
ure 5.2 show
ws the forcce history ffor Specimeen S1
througho
out the seven
n ground-motion runs.
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Figu
ure 5.2

Figure
F
5.3

Specimen
S
1 fo
force history
y.

Specimen
n 1 displacem
ment historie
es at top and
d mid-height of frame.

Figure 5.2 deemonstrates that the lateeral force cappacity was ccapped and all scaling oof the
ground motions
m
scaliing was refllected in term
ms of largerr lateral dispplacements. F
Figure 5.3 sshows
the lateraal displacements at two points;
p
top frrame and miid-column diisplacementss, respectiveely.
In
n comparing
g S1 and S2, the responsee to the grouund-motion sscaling was similar, andd only
the equiv
valent runs and
a sequencee that caused
d failure wa s important. In other woords, the prooblem
at hand is
i a low-cyccle fatigue problem
p
and,, in turn, thee same grouund-motion scale that caaused
buckling could have been applied as many tiimes as needded until braace rupture. F
For Specimeen S2
tested un
nder the matcched short-du
uration grou
und motion, rreaching an equivalent 2200% scale aas the
long-duraation ground
d motion did
d not accum
mulate enouggh damage aand no ruptuure was obseerved.
Testing of
o S2 continu
ued until braace rupture did
d not occuur until the gground motioon was scaleed up
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to 225%.. Figure 5.4 shows the force
f
historiees for Specim
men S2 for all the grounnd motions bbackto-back. As the frames were iden
ntical, the fraames lateral capacity waas the same. Once the grround
motion demand
d
hitt that framee capacity, the forces were cappped. Figuree 5.5 showss the
displacem
ments for Sp
pecimen S2 at
a two pointss along the fr
frame height.

Figu
ure 5.4

Figure
F
5.5

Specimen
S
2 fo
force history
y.

Specimen
n 2 displacem
ment historie
es at top and
d mid-height of frame.

The
T overall force
f
versuss the drift raatio, i.e., thee hysteretic relationshipp, for S1 annd S2
along wiith the displlacement hisstory at the SCBF top aare shown iin Figure 5.6. The backkbone
curves fo
or both speccimens are shown
s
in Fiigure 5.7, w
with the sequuence of braace bucklingg and
rupture identified.
i
Figures
F
5.6 and 5.7 dem
monstrate thhat failure iin case of tthe long-durration
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earthquak
ke occurred at lower driift ratio com
mpared to thee short-durattion ground motion, whiich is
about 0.8
8% versus 1.25%
1
for lo
ong and sho
ort-duration cases, respeectively, i.e.,, that about 40%
reduction
n in the inteended displaacement cap
pacity was oobserved duee to the effe
fect of the loonger
duration earthquake. This is also
o the first tim
me such an oobservation w
was found exxperimentallly for
s
and lo
ong-duration
n earthquakess.
SCBFs teested under shortSpecimen S3 was tested under
u
the seecond long-dduration recoord, with shiifted velocityy and
accelerattion peaks/pu
ulses. Figure 5.8 showss the force hhistory, and Figure 5.9 shows the fframe
lateral displacementss as previoussly shown fo
or S1 and S22. The force vversus drift ratio for the third
specimen
n is shown in
i Figure 5.10. The figu
ure shows tthat similar to S1, a low
wer displaceement
capacity was observeed at 1% drift ratio. Thiis is slightlyy higher thann the 0.85%
% capacity foor S1,
s much lo
ower than the 1.25% obsserved for S2, again connfirming thatt the reductiion in
but it is still
displacem
ment capacitty was due to
o the duratio
on effect.

Figure 5.6

Force vers
sus drift ratio
o for S1 and S2 (left), and
d top displac
cement
history forr both tests (right).
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Figure 5.7

The backb
bone curves for
f S1 and S 2 with both b
braces buck
kling and
rupture ide
entified.

Figu
ure 5.8

Specimen
S
3 fo
force history
y.

During
D
the teests of S3, after
a
the forcce demand was cappedd when the fframe reacheed its
ultimate force capaciity, one of th
he larger scaale runs cauused a suddeen increase iin the shake table
actuator force, and the table inteerlocked—seee Figure 5..10—which caused a laarge displaceement
A discussed
d later, this displacemeent was acccounted for as part off the fatiguue-life
cycle. As
estimatio
ons or any model
m
calibraation. Thus, a relatively smaller testt scale was aapplied to ennsure
the shakee table actuaator force waas back with
hin its propeer limits, andd the shake ttable was rettuned
in the dissplacement values
v
of thee 7th run thaat followed tthe interlockk; see Figuree 5.10. Notee: that
for S3, th
he final forcce demand recorded
r
wh
hen the failuure occurredd was only aabout half oof the
frame forrce capacity..
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Figure
F
5.9

Specimen
n 3 displacem
ment historie
es at top and
d mid-height of frame.

(a)

Figure 5.10

(b)

(a) Force versus
v
drift ratio
r
(hystere
etic behaviorr) for S3; and
d (b) top
displacement history.

5.1.3 Acceleratio
A
on Respons
se
During th
he tests, thee acceleration at differen
nt locations were measuured to betteer understannd the
specimen
n–shake tablle dynamics and interacttion, and how
w the input m
motion channged or amplified
along thee specimen height. Figu
ures 5.11 thrrough 5.13 sshow the acccelerations at the base, midheight, an
nd top of thee tested fram
mes S1, S2, and
a S3, respeectively. The same fram
me dynamics were
noted forr all three frrames. The input
i
motion
n was slightlly amplifiedd at the fram
me top but laargely
suppresseed at the mid
d-height, wh
hich was exp
pected and haas been eviddent in numeerous tests.
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Figure 5.11

Specimen 1 acceleratio
on histories at different llocations and heights.

Figure 5.12

Specimen 2 acceleratio
on histories at different llocations and heights.
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Figure 5.13

Specimen 3 acceleratio
on histories at different llocations and heights.

Figure 5.14

Measured force versus
s estimated ((expected) fo
orce as dedu
uced from
the measured top acce
eleration for Specimen S2.

To
T further ch
heck the meaasured forces and acceleerations, a coomparison bbetween the force
directly recorded
r
in the
t load celll and an estiimate for thee force basedd on the topp accelerationn and
inertia mass
m was obtaained; see Fiigure 5.14. The
T compariison shows hhigh consisteency betweeen the
measured
d acceleratio
on when rellated to the mass and the force trransferred too the frame, and
provides confidence in the recorrded acceleraation values for interpreeting test ressults or analyytical
model caalibrations.
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5.1.4 Stiffness Degradation/Period Elongation

As the tests progressed and the braces of a given specimen buckled, the overall frame’s stiffness
degradation was observed, with a changing contribution from a buckled brace depending on
whether it was in tension or compression. Typically, SCBFs suffer major stiffness loss with the
first brace(s) buckling, then after complete brace rupture, the frame loses most of the lateral
stiffness, given that all other components, e.g., columns, remain elastic.
Stiffness degradation can be quantified in two ways. The first method is indirect by
capturing the change in the specimens’ fundamental period as testing progress. A white noise is
applied after each seismic test and the recorded accelerations are used to calculate the frequency
response function (FRF). The FRF is a frequency-based measurement function used to identify
the resonant frequencies of a physical structure by relating an output acceleration to the input;
FRF is sometimes referred to “transfer function.” Figure 5.15 shows the FRF for the three
specimens from three different white noise tests: an initial test before any seismic runs (Run #1),
a test after both braces buckled, and a test after rupture was observed. The reduction in the
detected fundamental frequency, illustrated in Figure 5.15, means period elongation and reflects
stiffness reduction or degradation. The figure shows a similarity in the trend and values for the
three specimens.
Another way of presenting the stiffness degradation is to estimate the stiffness from the
slope of best fitted linear regression from each seismic test, which is then plotted against the
corresponding measured period; see Figure 5.16. The figure shows the stiffness degradation for
all three specimens and confirms that the identical frames had very comparable stiffness
estimates and vibration periods, which are mainly governed by brace buckling and rupture, and
are independent from the earthquake duration. This is another key observation: it suggests that
accurate numerical models for SCBFs will need to properly capture the buckling and damage
accumulation through fracture rather than considering macro-models or hysteretic degradation
models.
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Figure 5.15

The freque
ency respons
se function a
and identified
d fundamenttal
frequency for the three
e specimens from white noise tests.

Figure 5.16

d
with
w
respectt to fundamental period ffor all
Stiffness degradation
tested spe
ecimens, S1, S2, and S3.
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5.1.5 Summary of Key Test Results

A comprehensive summary of key test results is provided in Table 5.1 for all runs for all three
specimens. These results can be used in future studies to validate numerical models to properly
capture the effect of earthquake duration. Values for the peak top accelerations, peak force
demand in each run, frame displacements, brace out-of-plane buckling, and the residual
displacements are presented. The force and displacement capacities for each specimen are
highlighted in the table as well. It is shown that force capacity is approximately the same for all
three specimens. Because it is dictated mainly by the inelastic brace buckling, it is insensitive to
earthquake duration; since the displacement capacity is mainly dictated by the brace rupture, i.e.,
dictated by the low-cycle fatigue, it is sensitive to earthquake duration.
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Table 5.1
Run
#

PGA
(g)

Summary of key test results for all runs and specimens.

Global Response
Peak
Peak
Top
acc.
force Disp.
(g)
(kip)
(in)

Brace
North brace
South brace
(in.)
(in.)
Peak Resid. Peak Resid.

Notes

SPECIMEN 1
1

0.91

2.58

140

0.51

2.80

0.04

---

---

2
3
4
5
6

0.97
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.11

2.65
2.74
2.58
2.49
2.45

141
149
147
144
142

0.60
0.70
0.73
0.73
0.73

3.90
3.44
3.18
3.34
3.31

-0.46
0.50
0.20
-0.12
0.11

4.68
5.77
4.67
-----

-0.69
0.37
0.24
-----

7

1.14

2.35

138

0.75

---

---

---

---

Both braces buckled, SB
wire pot. cut

SB wire pot. Cut
SB wire pot. Cut
Both braces complete
rupture, NB & SB wire pt.
cut

SPECIMEN 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1.28
1.35
1.28
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.43
1.46
1.39
1.50
1.58
1.65
1.69

2.53
2.69
2.64
2.63
2.48
2.58
2.47
2.44
2.43
2.39
2.43
2.45
2.39

139
152
141
145
141
140
140
140
138
138
142
144
145

0.43
0.53
0.53
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.62
0.64
0.66
0.68
0.71
0.72

1.51
1.49
2.05
3.25
2.22
1.81
1.95
1.85
2.28
2.18
1.92
2.24
2.10

-0.17
-0.33
-0.02
-0.35
-0.26
-0.09
-0.01
-0.04
-0.05
-0.16
-0.03
-0.09
-0.05

1.31
1.92
1.77
2.39
1.91
4.08
2.65
3.39
4.68
4.65
6.22
4.63
4.41

-0.17
-0.32
-0.03
-0.18
-0.15
1.44
0.22
0.20
0.14
-0.10
-0.17
-0.07
-0.43

14

1.69

2.22

136

0.75

2.58

-0.10

6.81

-0.64

15

1.65

1.82

103

0.90

3.07

-0.56

3.11

0.07

16

1.65

1.88

104

1.04

2.82

0.69

5.44

0.25

Both Braces Buckled

South Brace Complete
Rupture
North Brace Complete
Rupture

SPECIMEN 3
1
2
3
4
5

0.91
1.06
1.18
1.54
1.68

2.22
2.85
2.44
2.81
2.56

126
129
133
144
144

0.29
0.37
0.43
0.56
0.71

0.58
1.23
1.75
1.95
2.10

-0.13
-0.22
-0.24
-0.39
-0.80

0.32
0.49
1.55
2.63
3.87

-0.01
0.06
0.15
0.42
0.25

6

1.80

2.89

166

1.26

2.24

0.07

5.19

1.85

7

1.06

1.58

94

0.61

1.71

-0.06

1.81

-0.06

8

1.18

1.89

121

0.78

2.13

-0.03

2.37

0.00
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Both Braces Buckled

Table Interlock, * values
not representative of
frame
Both Braces Complete
rupture

5.2

LOCAL
L
RES
SPONSE

This secttion focusess on local behavior
b
in terms of brrace bucklinng and dam
mage propagaation,
fatigue liife until failu
ure (as estim
mated based on
o the outer most fiber oof the brace), and gusset plate
behavior during load
ding.
B
Buck
kling
5.2.1 Brace
Deformaation of the gusset platees was obserrved during the tests annd reported after the ouut-ofplane braace buckling
g occurred. Both
B
the gussset plates coonnecting thhe braces to tthe beam annd the
columns deformed; see Figure 5.17.
5
According to the AISC desiggn criteria [R
REF], the ggusset
plates should stay elaastic during extreme eveents, which w
was observed in these teests even afteer the
kling. Figurees 5.17(b) and
a 5.17(c) show deforrmation of uupper and llower
inelastic brace buck
gusset pllates that followed the out-of-plane
o
e brace buckkling; see Fiigure 5.17(aa). Figure 5.17(d)
shows a line
l crack th
hat can appro
oximately rep
present the rrotation axiss for the buckkling brace.
Figures 5.18–
–5.20 show the out-of-p
plane brace bbuckling forr Specimenss S1, S2, and S3,
vely, as measured at the brace mid-span using w
wire potentiiometers. Foor S3. whichh was
respectiv
tested un
nder the seco
ond long-durration earthq
quake, the tw
wo braces buuckled in opposite directtions;
see Figurre 5.20. Notee: towards th
he end of S1
1 tests, the bbrace wire pootentiometerrs slipped annd the
string wiires were cu
ut, so reliablee brace buck
kling data w
were not recoorded towards the end oof the
test.
Figure 5.21 shows
s
the deeformed shaape for the oout-of-plane buckling of the three ttested
specimen
ns. The direcction of buck
kling is high
hly dependennt on the inittial imperfecction of the bbrace
member and on the welding
w
line location of the
t HSS secction. In term
ms of damage propagatioon for
braces, Figure
F
5.22 shows
s
the diffferent stagees of brace fa
failure. First,, local brace buckling occcurs,
then tiny
y cracks starrt to from at
a the buckleed face nearr the HSS eedges. The crack propaagates
continuou
usly until it makes a com
mplete ruptu
ure in the braace cross secction. Figuree 5.23 showss both
north and
d south bracces ruptured; the rupturee occurred rright at the llocation of tthe strain gaauges.
Figure 5.24 shows th
he elevation
n of Specim
men S1 after the rupture of both braaces. Figure 5.25
shows th
he locations where crack
king initiatess and rupturre eventuallyy occurred ffor Specimenn S2,
and Figure 5.26 show
ws the rupturre for Specim
men S3.

Figure 5.17

(a) Out-of-plane brace buckling; (b ) upper guss
set deformattion; (c)
lower guss
set deformattion; and (d) upper brace
e white wash flakes.
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Fig
gure 5.18

Specimen 1 braces out--of-plane displacement.

Fig
gure 5.19

Specimen 2 braces out--of-plane displacement.
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Fig
gure 5.20

Figure 5.21

Specimen 3 braces out--of-plane displacement.

s 1, 2, and 3 braces out-o
of-plane defo
ormed shape
e,
Specimens
respective
ely.
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Figure 5.22

Stages of brace
b
failure
e: (a) local bu
uckling, (b) c
crack initiatio
on, (c)
crack prop
pagation, and
d (d) fracture
e.

Figure 5.23
3

Specime
en 1 rupture
ed braces loc
cations.
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Figu
ure 5.24

Specimen
S
1 elevation
e
witth both brace
es ruptured.

Figure 5.25
5

Specime
en 2 rupture
ed braces loc
cations.

Figure 5.26
6

Specime
en 3 rupture
ed braces loc
cations.
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L
Fatigue an
nd Brace Rupture
R
5.2.2 Low-Cycle
Chapter 2 provided a literature review
r
of the developmeent of modeels for captuuring the effeect of
low-cycle fatigue fo
or steel bracces. Resultss from the gglobal respoonse suggesst that low--cycle
fatigue-in
nduced ruptu
ure can be reelated to thee duration off earthquakees. Accordinggly, the objeective
of this seection is to utilize
u
the sttrain data meeasured in thhe tests to pprovide greatter understannding
of fatiguee life. First, all strain daata obtained for both braaces at several locations are presenteed for
all specim
mens. Then, the strains measured
m
fro
om Specimenns S1 and S22, tested undder two specctrally
matched records, werre compared
d.
g
were used
u
at three different llocations for each bracee and distribbuted
Four strain gages
around th
he HSS 4 sid
des to accurrately measu
ure the outerr-most strainns; see Figurre 5.27. Notee that
at the braace mid-spaan (location B in Figuree 5.27), fiberrs 1 and 3 eexperienced the largest sstrain
values, and
a experien
nced the inittial fatigue cracks
c
that led to the ffull rupture, as shown iin the
strain hisstories in folllowing figurres.
Figures 5.28–
–5.30 show the
t strain histories in thee north bracce for Specim
men S1 undeer the
long-duraation earthqu
uake at the three
t
locatio
ons A, B, annd C, and at each face oof the HSS bbrace,
respectiv
vely. Figuress 5.31–5.33 show the sttrains but inn the south bbrace of Speecimen S1 aat the
three locaations A, B, and C at all four faces of
o the HSS bbrace, respecctively.
As
A before, Figures 4.34–
–4.36 and Figures
F
4.37––4.39 show the strain hhistories at bbrace
locationss A, B, and
d C in the north and south bracces of Speccimen S2, rrespectively. For
completeeness, Figurres 4.40-4.4
42 and Figu
ures 4.43-4..45 show thhe strain hiistories at bbrace
locationss A, B, and C in the north
h and south braces
b
of Sppecimen S3, respectivelyy.

Figure 5.27

Strain gages locations
s along the b race length ((A, B, and C)) and
around the
e HSS brace four faces (1
1, 2, 3, and 4
4).
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Fiigure 5.28

Specimen 1 north brac
ce strains at section A.
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Fiigure 5.29

Specimen 1 north brac
ce strains at section B.
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Fiigure 5.30

Specimen 1 north brac
ce strains at section C.
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Fiigure 5.31

Specimen 1 south brac
ce strains at section A.
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Fiigure 5.32

Specimen 1 south brac
ce strains at section B.
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Fiigure 5.33

Specimen 1 south brac
ce strains at section C.
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Fiigure 5.34

Specimen 2 north brac
ce strains at section A.
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Fiigure 5.35

Specimen 2 north brac
ce strains at section B.
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Fiigure 5.36

Specimen 2 north brac
ce strains at section C.
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Fiigure 5.37

Specimen 2 south brac
ce strains at section A.
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Fiigure 5.38

Specimen 2 south brac
ce strains at section B.
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Fiigure 5.39

Specimen 2 south brac
ce strains at section C.
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Fiigure 5.40

Specimen 3 north brac
ce strains at section A.
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Fiigure 5.41

Specimen 3 north brac
ce strains at section B.
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Fiigure 5.42

Specimen 3 north brac
ce strains at section C.
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Fiigure 5.43

Specimen 3 south brac
ce strains at section A.
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Fiigure 5.44

Specimen 3 south brac
ce strains at section B.
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Fiigure 5.45

Specimen 3 south brac
ce strains at section C.
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As shown in Figures 5.28–5.45, the strain values at sections A and C, which were located
at one-third and two-thirds of the brace length, were not significantly large or significantly
exceeded the yield strains. Section B was the location where all the braces experienced the
largest strains. In some cases; the brace ruptured exactly at a location of a strain gage where the
strain gages reported extremely high values of strains indicating the cut and loss of the gage.
Note: in Figures 5.28 –5.45, when a strain gage was cut or lost during one of the test runs, all the
data from that point onwards was represented by a constant strain value for the last recorded
strain value before the gage was cut.
All the strains measured during S1 and S2 tests were used to populate a rainflow scheme
as one way of interpreting fatigue life as it relates to the earthquake duration effects. The number
of cycles corresponding to different strain ranges was calculated for the two specimens tested
under the spectrally matched short- and long-duration earthquakes; see Figure 5.46. These
numbers were counted from the accumulated strain from all runs until failure and using different
strain ranges that exceeded the yield strain value. Figure 5.46 illustrates that the long-duration
runs generated significantly larger number of strain cycles than the short-duration runs, mainly in
the low strain ranges. This explains why failure occurred at a lower ground-motion scale for the
long-duration record relative to the short-duration record: 200% versus 225%. In other words,
the lower displacement capacity observed in the long-duration test can be interpreted as
premature failure. In a case of a multi-story SCBR, this can be alarming as the damaging effect
of the large number of low-range strain cycles associated with longer duration earthquakes could
induce brace rupture at lower interstory drifts than what would be anticipated from the seismic
design or performance-based assessment.
For an alternative way of assessing fatigue life and damage accumulation, Figure 5.47
compares the estimated damage index (DI) as it built up with the different strain ranges for S1
and S2. The DI was calculated by running each strain range with its equivalent number of cycles,
as shown in Figure 5.46, through the Coffin–Manson relationship, at which point Miner’s rule is
applied to reach failure, i.e., DI = 1. As explained earlier, Coffin–Manson requires input for m
and 0, which was estimated based on the empirical values obtained from calibrating the
OpenSees numerical models used in Chapter 3 in the sensitivity analysis against the respective
experimental results from the UW tests. The goal here was not to validate whether these values
were correct or valid for the shake table tests as well, but to use same values for the purpose of
comparison between S1 and S2. The figure confirms that S1 accumulated more damage (a higher
DI) at the lower strain ranges than S2; Specimen 1 reached full failure (DI =1) earlier than S2.
The difference in the strain range at DI =1 between S1 and S2 confirms again that long-duration
earthquakes can cause failure before the full anticipated displacement or strain capacity from a
typical short-duration earthquake is reached. In summary, the above results show, preliminarily,
that it is not a matter of how severe the ground motion is in terms of ground accelerations; it is
the accumulated “low-range” strain cycles with longer duration earthquakes that could adversely
affect the seismic performance of SCBFs.
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(a)

Figure 5.46

Number of cycles for different strain ranges as accumulated from
all S1 and S2 runs until failure.
1
0.8

long duration
short duration

0.6
0.4
0.2

(b)
0
0.005

0.01

.
Figure 5.47

0.1

0.5

strain range (%), log scale

Representation of how outermost brace fiber accumulated damage
from different strain ranges for all S1 and S2 runs until failure.

5.2.3 Gusset Plates Strain Data

Gusset plates play an important role in the design criteria of SCBFs as they ensure system
ductility through an extreme event when the braces experience inelastic phases and act as the
fuse for the structural system. Elastic deformations of upper and lower gusset plates were
recorded during all shake table tests. Figures 5.48 and 5.49 show the strain data recorded for the
upper and two lower gusset plates in Specimen S1 at the various locations indicated in each
figure. Figures 4.50 and 4.51 and Figures 4.52 and 4.53 show same strain data but for Specimens
S2 and S3, respectively. The figures and all the recorded strain data confirm that all gusset plates
remained elastic during all the tests, meeting AISC design criteria; only the braces acted as fuse
elements in the system.
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Figure 5.48

Strains in Specimen
S
S1
1 middle top
p gusset plate
e at four iden
ntified
locations.
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Figure 5.49

Strains in Specimen
S
S1
1 lower guss
set plates at the several identified
locations.
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Figure 5.50

Strains in Specimen
S
S2
2 middle top
p gusset plate
e at four iden
ntified
locations.
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Figure 5.51

Strains in Specimen
S
S2
2 lower guss
set plates at the several identified
locations.
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Figure 5.52

Strains in Specimen
S
S3
3 middle top
p gusset plate
e at four iden
ntified
locations.
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Figure 5.53

Strains in Specimen
S
S3
3 lower guss
set plates at the several identified
locations.
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5.3

GENERAL
G
NOTES
N

Below arre a few geneeral notes reegarding postt-test observvations:


No yieldin
ng or flaking
g or any sign
ns of deform
mation was reeported in thhe beam at
the locatiion of the unbalanced
u
forces
f
of the braces. Thhis confirmss that the
SCBF beeams remain
ned elastic even
e
after thhe brace ruupture as reqquired by
design.



Deformattion near the column con
nnect to the bbase occurreed; see Figurre 5.54(a).



Cracks in
n the welds were reporteed at the edgge of the weeld line of thhe bottom
gusset plaate with the column
c
at on
ne location; see is shownn in Figure 55.54(b).



At the mass
m
rig to the
t south-co
olumn rigid--link connecction, some hair lines
appeared in the whiite wash at the columnn flange att the locatioon of the
stiffening
g plates; see Figure
F
5.54((c).

Figure 5.54

(a) Column
n deformatio
on at base: (b
b) bottom gusset-to-column edge
weld crack
k; and (c) yie
elding eviden
nce at the link-to-column
connection
n location.
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6

Post-Test Analysis

6.1

OVERVIEW

Using results from the three 1/2-scale tested SCBFs, detailed finite-element models were
calibrated as part of the post-test analysis phase and used for extensive nonlinear time history
analysis. The purpose of this chapter is to use the calibrated models to generate larger number of
data points on ground-motion duration effects in order to generalize and solidify the conclusions
regarding the ground-motion duration effect on the structural response of SBBFs. The first part
of the chapter presents the numerical model calibration for the tested specimens using OpenSees.
Then, IDA was conducted using large number of short and long-duration ground motions to
provide more insight on how earthquake duration effects could be addressed in future designs.
For this purpose, results from the IDA were used to develop seismic fragility curves for the
tested SCBFs to show the probability of collapse from the two suites of ground motions. This
chapter focuses only on the tested SCBFs, where low-cycle fatigue modeling, those parameters
that had been determined to affect analysis results, and seismic response of SCBFs were
calibrated to gain confidence in the model’s validity.
6.2

NUMERICAL MODEL CALIBRATION

To develop numerical models in OpenSees, the same details and modeling procedures, and
techniques as discussed in Chapter 3 were followed. Figure 6.1 shows all the modeling details
and the locations of the rigid elements used to model the one-story one-bay SCBF with a
chevron-brace configuration. The figure shows all the spring locations and the spring materials
used for modeling in OpenSees. Twenty nonlinear force-based elements were used to model the
braces. Fiber sections were implemented for all the nonlinear frame elements in the model.
While all the geometric modeling assumptions, e.g., for gusset plates, were previously verified
against the UW experimental program (see Chapter 3), the new calibrations were done here
because of the concern with the fatigue parameters m and 0. Comparisons of the calibrated
models results with the respective experimental data for all three specimens is presented next.
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Figure 6.1

Pinching4 Material Model
(Opensees)

Schematic representation of the OpenSees numerical model.

To calibrate the numerical model, several results obtained from the experiments and the
models were compared, which included: the frame base shear, frame top displacement, frame
stiffness degradation, and the overall force-drift hysteresis. These results were thought to
represent both the global and local behavior of the specimen, and capturing such response
guarantees that the model accurately represents the actual frame behavior. As previously
mentioned, only the fatigue parameters were varied at this stage of the research to complete the
calibration process, with most of the selected values based on trial and error. Different values
from the literature were considered, but none captured the onset of failure, which is known to be
highly dependent on the fatigue life of the braces. After several iterations that considered all
three specimens, the values found to best capture the onset of brace rupture correctly based on
the three shake-table tests were m = -0.5 and 0 = 0.23. Note: these values were consistent for the
three tests and not based on averaging.
6.2.1 Specimen S1

Specimen S1 was subjected to one of the two long-duration ground motions used in the
experimental program; see Chapter 4. Using the calibrated modeling parameters for low-cycle
fatigue and other modeling assumptions, the force and displacement histories from the model
were obtained and compared to the experimental results; see Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.
The figures also present close up views or zoom-in for a range of data to better show the match
between the results.
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Figure 6.2

Compariso
on of base sh
hear history for Specime
en S1 obtaine
ed
experimen
ntally and fro
om the OpenS
Sees model.

Figure 6.3

Compariso
on of the rela
ative displac
cement history at the top of the
frame as obtained
o
for Specimen
S
S1
1 obtained ex
xperimentallly and
from the OpenSees
O
mo
odel.
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Typically,
T
ch
hevron-style SCBFs exp
perience stiff
ffness degraddation due tto lateral loaading
that pass through sev
veral stages. The first sig
gnificant droop in stiffness occurs aft
fter the first bbrace
buckles, at which poiint only the brace in tenssion fully coontributes to frame lateraal capacity, w
while
the buck
kled brace co
ontributes with
w about 30
0% of its axxial stiffnesss capacity. W
When the seecond
brace bu
uckles, the next
n
significaant drop in stiffness is associated with brace fracture. A good
numericaal model sho
ould capturee such phasees accuratelyy with respect to both ddegraded stifffness
values an
nd the load
ding demand
d causing su
uch degradaation. Figuree 6.4 compaares the stifffness
degradatiion as obtain
ned from tesst results and
d that obtainned from thee calibrated nnumerical m
model.
For ultim
mate verificaation of the calibrated
c
model,
m
the forrce-drift relaationship (hyysteresis) annd the
equivalen
nt backbone curves for both
b
the experimental annd numericall models aree shown in F
Figure
6.5. The force-drift curves con
nfirm that th
he low-cyclee fatigue innduced-ruptuure was prooperly
captured by the model as indicatted by suddeen drop in foorce. Other fi
figures previously shownn also
demonstrrate good ag
greement beetween the experimentaal and numeerical resultts, validatingg the
model an
nd provide co
onfidence in
n extending the
t model foor IDA.

Figure 6.4

Compariso
on of Specim
men S1 stiffne
ess degrada
ation obtaine
ed
experimen
ntally and fro
om the OpenS
Sees model.
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Figure 6.5

Compariso
on of Specim
men S1 force -drift relation
nship (hysteresis)
and backb
bone curves obtained
o
exp
perimentally and from the
OpenSees model.

6.2.2 Specimen
S
S2
S
Specimen
n S2 was tested undeer the spectrally-matchhed short-duuration grouund motion; see
Chapters 3 and 4. Similar to wh
hat was presented for sspecimen S11 above, Figgures 6.6 annd 6.7
show thee force and
d relative displacement
d
t at the topp of the frrame historiies for bothh the
experimeental and nu
umerical mod
del results, respectivelyy. Close up vviews are presented in these
figures as
a well to better
b
show
w the match between thhe results. Both figurees show thaat the
numericaal model was able to pro
operly capturre the trendss and most oof the peak vvalues, as w
well as
other smaller values at the begin
nning and at the end of thhe test. Figuure 6.8 comppares the stifffness
degradatiion obtained
d experimen
ntally and from
f
the nuumerical ressults. Figuree 6.9 show
ws the
hysteresiis and backb
bone curves where
w
the caapability of the numericcal model to capture the drop
in force, which is reeflected the south brace rupture, is demonstrateed. Capturinng brace rupptures
was one of the mostt important calibration aspects
a
conssidered an im
mportant facctor in this study
because it
i is highly dependent
d
on
n the fatigue model.
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Figure 6.6

Compariso
on of base sh
hear history for Specime
en S2 obtaine
ed
experimen
ntally and fro
om the OpenS
Sees model.

Figure 6.7

Compariso
on of the rela
ative displac
cement history at the top of the
frame as obtained
o
for Specimen
S
S2
2 obtained ex
xperimentallly and
from the OpenSees
O
mo
odel.
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Figure 6.8

Compariso
on of Specim
men S2 stiffne
ess degrada
ation obtaine
ed
experimen
ntally and fro
om the OpenS
Sees model.

Figure 6.9

Compariso
on of Specim
men S2 force -drift relation
nship (hysteresis)
and backb
bone curves as
a obtained experimenta
ally and from
m the
OpenSees model.

6.2.3 Specimen
S
S3
S
This secttion will vaalidate the OpenSees
O
mo
odel for Speecimen S3, which was tested undeer the
other lon
ng-duration ground
g
motiion where th
he velocity aand displaceement peaks shifted from
m the
accelerattion peak. Fiigure 6.10 sh
hows the force history ffor both the experimenttal and numeerical
model reesults. Figu
ure 6.11 co
ompares thee displacemeent historiees of the eexperimentall and
numericaal models. Both figures are
a in good agreement.
a
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Figure 6.10

Compariso
on of base sh
hear history for Specime
en S3 experim
mentally
and from the OpenSee
es model.

Figure 6.11

Compariso
on of the rela
ative displac
cement history at the top of the
frame obta
ained for Spe
ecimen S3 ex
xperimentally and from tthe
OpenSees model.
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Figure 6.12 compares
c
of the stiffnesss degradatioon determineed from the eexperimentaal and
fi
validaates the caliibrated moddel and indirrectly
numericaal results. Similar to beefore, this figure
indicates that the bucckling and ru
upture of bo
oth braces weere capturedd by the moddels at the coorrect
instancess. Figure 6.13 shows thee hysteresis and
a backbonne curves. Again, the bacckbone is inn very
good agrreement betw
ween the onset of failure for the southh brace.

6.3

Figure 6.12

Compariso
on of Specim
men S3 stiffne
ess degrada
ation obtaine
ed
experimen
ntally and fro
om the OpenS
Sees model.

Figure 6.13

Compariso
on of Specim
men S3 force -drift relation
nship (hysteresis)
and backb
bone curves obtained
o
exp
perimentally and from the
OpenSees model.

FATIGUE
F
PARAMETE
ERS ANALY
YSIS

The prev
vious section
n confirms that
t
the calibrated modeel that used trial and errror to deterrmine
best valu
ues for the low-cycle
l
faatigue modell properly ccaptured brace buckling and rupturee and
stiffness degradation
n. Worthy of
o further ex
xploration iss to understaand further how the seismic
response can vary with
w the oth
her empiricaal low-cyclee fatigue moodeling paraameters currrently
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available in the literature. The main objective of this section is to investigate the effect of the
fatigue parameters, i.e., m and 0 previously explained in Chapter 3, on the analysis results. This
exercise can be mainly used to assess the validity of such fatigue parameters reported in the
literature (summarized in Table 3.1) to capture dynamic response of SCBFs, especially as it
relates to earthquake duration. The assessment used results from all three experimentally tested
specimens. Note: a similar comparative analysis was done as part of the sensitivity analysis
discussed in Chapter 3. The comparative analysis discussed below was done for the tested
specimen so that the assessment of the models can be based on the experimental results.
The previously calibrated model was used again in this part of the study with one
difference where the m and 0 input values were varied eight times to represent the different
values reported by other researchers for low-cycle fatigue modeling (Table 3.1). Given that the
onset of failure and ultimate rupture is mainly attributed to the fatigue capacity of the braces,
reporting and comparing the onset of failure of the braces using the different fatigue parameters
was the goal of this analysis. It is important to be reminded that the empirical fatigue parameters
shown in Table 3.1 were calibrated using mostly individual braces cyclic loading tests, i.e.,
calibration using results when braces were tested as parts of full systems or under realistic
earthquake loading is missing. In addition, the reported fatigue parameters originally used mostly
20 finite elements for brace meshing, and allow using finer meshes, except for Lignos and
Karamanci [2013] who used eight elements.
The results obtained from this analysis are presented in Figure 6.14–Figure 6.16 which
show the force-drift backbone curves as obtained for specimens S1, S2, and S3 using a similar
model with varying fatigue parameters. The figures compares the analysis results to the
experimental results as well as the numerical results from the fully calibrated model
demonstrated in Section 6.2 above. As seen in the figures, the different models led to different
results, which highlights how the fatigue parameters can affect the inferred seismic response of
SCBFs under different earthquake loading scenarios. Most of the models predicted brace rupture
at lower drift values. Thus, it is important to note that even though there is large variability in the
results, yet all the variation is on the conservative side where force or displacement capacities are
underestimated.
To properly report the results for the sought assessment of the different models from the
literature, Table 6.1 provides a summary of the obtained force and drift capacities at brace
rupture in both loading directions for all different models. The table also provides the difference
(%) in the analysis results relative to the experimental results for all the three specimens.
Moreover, the results from comparison against all three tests were used to calculate the absolute
(no signs) average variation from experiments as presented for force and drift capacities in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. Overall, the values provided by Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]
can be considered the most relatively accurate in predicting the observed experimental behavior
with an average variation of 6.8% and 7.3% in force and drift capacity, respectively. On the other
hand, values reported by Chen and Mahin [2010] seem to give the largest variation from the
experimental results with an average variation of 15% and 39.83% in force and drift capacity,
respectively. The tables also quantify the variation in case of the calibrated values obtained from
trial and error with an average variation of 6.5% and 1.7% in force and drift capacity,
respectively.
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Figure 6.14

Force-driftt backbone fo
or Specimen
n S1 modeled
d using diffe
erent lowcycle fatigue paramete
ers.

Figure 6.15

Force-driftt backbone fo
or Specimen
n S2 modeled
d using diffe
erent lowcycle fatigue paramete
ers.
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Figure 6.16

Force-driftt backbone fo
or Specimen
n S3 modeled
d using diffe
erent lowcycle fatigue paramete
ers.
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Table 6.1

Summary of analysis results for varying low-cycle fatigue model
parameters (m and ε0) as compared to experimental results.

Basis for fatigue model
parameters

North results
at rupture
Force
(kips)

Drift
(%)

South
direction
(results at
rupture)
Force
(kips)

Drift
(%)

Difference relative to
experiments (%)
North
direction
Force

Drift

South
direction
Force

Drift

Specimen S1
Experimental

125

0.82

145

0.85

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lignos and Karamanci [2013]

140

0.79

132

0.76

12.0

-3.7

-9.0

-10.6

Uriz and Mahin [2000]

115

0.50

115

0.50

-8.0

-39.0

-20.7

-41.2

Tirca and Chen [2014]

109

0.44

110

0.47

-12.8

-46.3

-24.1

-44.7

Chen and Mahin [2010]

99

0.38

102

0.40

-20.8

-53.7

-29.7

-52.9

Santagati et al. [2012]

109

0.42

108

0.45

-12.8

-48.8

-25.5

-47.1

Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]

140

0.79

132

0.76

12.0

-3.7

-9.0

-10.6

Lai and Mahin [2012]

122

0.56

121

0.55

-2.4

-31.7

-16.6

-35.3

Calibrated model (this study)

143

0.83

142

0.87

14.4

1.22

-2.1

2.4

125

0.90

141

0.92

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Specimen S2
Experimental
Lignos and Karamanci [2013]

124

0.66

125

0.70

-0.8

-26. 7

-11.4

-23.9

Uriz and Mahin [2000]

127

0.66

130

0.69

1.6

-26.7

-7.8

-25.0

Tirca and Chen [2014]

126

0.66

129

0.70

0.8

-26.7

-8.5

-23.9

Chen and Mahin [2010]

126

0.66

131

0.71

0.8

-26.7

-7.1

-22.8

Santagati et al. [2012]

126

0.66

129

0.70

0.8

-26.7

-8.5

-23.9

Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]

134

0.80

133

0.78

7.2

-11.1

-5.7

-15.2

Lai and Mahin [2012]

126

0.66

131

0.69

0.8

-26.7

-7.1

-25.0

Calibrated model (this study)

137

0.93

136

0.92

9.6

3.33

-3.6

-0.5

Specimen S3
Experimental

143

1.00

137

0.83

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lignos and Karamanci [2013]

141

0.81

133

0.81

-1.4

-19.0

-2.9

-2.4

Uriz and Mahin [2000]

125

0.61

125

0.62

-12.6

-39.0

-8.8

-25.3

Tirca and Chen [2014]

134

0.78

135

0.79

-6.3

-22.0

-1.5

-4.8

Chen and Mahin [2010]

121

0.57

115

0.50

-15.4

-43.0

-16.1

-39.7

Santagati et al. [2012]

125

0.61

125

0.62

-12.6

-39.0

-8.8

-25.3

Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]

149

1.02

141

0.84

4.2

2.0

2.9

1.2

Lai and Mahin [2012]

141

0.81

141

0.81

-1.4

-19.0

2.9

-2.4

Calibrated model (this study)

151

1.02

142

0.84

5.6

2.0

3.7

0.6
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Table 6.2

Summary and average value for variation (%) in force values from
experimental results associated with varying low-cycle fatigue
model parameters.

Basis for fatigue model
parameters
Lignos and Karamanci [2013]

S1
12.0

S2
9.0

0.8

11.4

1.4

Average
2.9

6.3

Uriz and Mahin [2000]

8.0

20.7

1.6

7.8

12.6

8.8

9.9

Tirca and Chen [2014]

12.8

24.1

0.8

8.5

6.3

1.5

9.0

Chen and Mahin [2010]

20.8

29.7

0.8

7.1

15.4

16.1

15.0

Santagati et al. [2012]

12.8

25.5

0.8

8.5

12.6

8.8

11.5

Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]

12.0

9.0

7.2

5.7

4.2

2.9

6.8

Lai and Mahin [2012]

2.4

16.6

0.8

7.1

1.4

2.9

5.2

Calibrated model (this study)

14.4

2.1

9.6

3.6

5.6

3.7

6.5

Table 6.3

Summary and average value for variation (%) in drift values from
experimental results associated with varying low-cycle fatigue
model parameters.

Basis for fatigue model
parameters
Lignos and Karamanci [2013]

S1

S2

3.7

10.6

26. 7

Uriz and Mahin [2000]

39

41.2

Tirca and Chen [2014]

46.3

44.7

Chen and Mahin [2010]

53.7

52.9

Santagati et al. [2012]

48.8

47.1

Salawdeh and Goggins [2013]

3.7

10.6

Lai and Mahin [2012]

31.7

35.3

Calibrated model (this study)

1.22

2.4

6.4

S3

S3

Average

23.9

19

2.4

11.9

27

25

39

25.3

32.7

27

23.9

22

4.8

28.1

27

22.8

43

39.7

39.8

27

23.9

39

25.3

35.1

11

15.2

2

1.2

7.3

27

25

19

2.4

23.4

3.3

0.5

2

0.6

1.7

INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) [Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002] is a common analysis
method where structures are analyzed using incrementally scaled ground motions until structural
collapse occurs. IDA is frequently conducted using generic ground-motion sets such as the
FEMA P695 [2005] far-field set, which was developed to be structure and site independent, and
do not represent the seismic hazard at any particular site. Although IDA can be conducted using
site-specific ground motions, the additional effort involved in selecting these ground motions
makes unattractive [Chandramohan 2016]. Even if site-specific ground motions are used, using
the same set of ground motions scaled to different intensity levels has been shown to produce
inaccurate, hazard-inconsistent structural collapse risk estimates, since ground motions of
different intensities are inherently expected to possess different characteristics. A procedure to
compute a hazard consistent median collapse capacity by iteratively conducting a modified
version of IDA using ground motions selected to match targets conditional on different
successive intensity levels is described in FEMA P-58 [FEMA 2018, Appendix J], but this
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method is limited and cumbersome. Most of the recent work at Stanford University
[Chandramohan 2016] that incorporated ground-motion duration and response spectral shape
used generic record sets to compute hazard-consistent collapse fragility curves using IDA. For
such studies, two suites of short- and long-duration ground motions were used, which were the
same ground motions used for this part of study as explained below.
In this section, selected ground motions were used to conduct an IDA on the structural
model of the single-bay/single-story building. Each ground motion was scaled to incrementally
higher intensity levels until structural collapse, indicated by both braces rupturing. The collapse
intensity of each ground motion, expressed in terms of the spectral acceleration at fundamental
period, i.e., Sa (T1) value when scaled to the lowest intensity level required to cause structural
collapse, was recorded similar to several previous studies (e.g., Chandramohan [2016]). The
same previously calibrated model discussed in Section 6.2 was used with the fatigue parameters
found from trial and error to best match the experimental results.
6.4.1 Ground-Motion Selection

In order to further study the ground-motion duration effect, a large number of ground motions
was used to conduct IDA. For the purpose of determining the duration effect, it is important to
establish a comparative reference—such as using spectrally-matched ground motions—that vary
only in the duration. Thus, 44 pairs of ground motions were used in this study. Each pair has one
short- and one long-duration motion, both are having the same spectral shape to guarantee that
the only difference is the duration. Previous studies have used different criteria to define longduration motions. Chandramohan et al. [2013] used motions with significant duration, Ds (5–
95%) > 45 sec. Chandramohan [2016] used ground motions with significant duration, Ds (5–
75%) > 25 sec. Ou et al. [2014] differentiated between short- and long-duration motions based
on the number of times the 5% of a given PGA level is crossed. Ground motions with a number
of crossings exceeding 600 (approximately) were considered as long-duration motions. In this
study, the 5–75% was used with the definition proposed by Chandramohan et al. [2016(a); (b)]),
i.e., Ds (5–75%) > 25 sec.
A generic set of 88 recorded ground motions was selected to analyze the structure, which
was adopted from the previous work by Chandramohan [2016] and is listed in detail in Appendix
D. The selected motions do not represent the hazard at any specific site. The 88 records is
composed of two suites of ground motions, Forty-four of these ground motions were taken from
the FEMA P695 far-field set, which contains relatively short-duration ground motions [with Ds
(5–75%) < 25 sec), recorded from shallow crustal earthquakes. The remaining 44 records were
selected from long-duration ground motions [with Ds (5–75%) > 25 sec] recorded from both
large magnitude interface earthquakes such as the 2011 Tohoku (Japan), 2010 Maule (Chile),
and 1985 Michoacan (Mexico) earthquakes, and large-magnitude crustal earthquakes such as the
2008 Wenchaun (China) and 2002 Denali (U.S.) earthquakes.
The ground-motion selection per Chandramohan [2016] was done so that the 88 selected
records had a wide range of Ds (5–75%) values that covers the broad range of ground-motion
durations anticipated in Seattle, which is located near the Cascadia subduction zone and at great
risk from a large magnitude, long-duration earthquake. In addition, each of the 44 long-duration
ground motions was selected to have a similar response spectrum to one of the short-duration
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ground motions.
m
Reaaders are refferred to Ch
handramohann [2016] forr details of tthe selectionn and
scaling procedure
p
alo
ong with fulll informatio
on on the sellected recordds’ response spectra andd time
series. For convenieence, the lisst of all 88 ground mootions used in this studdy is provided in
Appendix
x D and preesented in 44
4 pairs to sh
how the one--to-one recorrd match. Fiigure 6.17 sshows
the respo
onse spectrum
m of each grround motio
on in each seet along withh their meann spectrum. T
Then,
the mean
ns of each off the short an
nd long-duraation suites aare compareed in Figure 6.18 to show
w the
anticipateed match.

Figure 6.17

Short- and
d long-duratio
on ground-m
motion respo
onse spectrum and
their mean
n.

Figure 6.18

Mean resp
ponse spectrum for shortt- and long-d
duration grou
undmotion suiites.

6.4.2 Developme
D
nt of Colla
apse Fragillity Curve
As previo
ously explained, IDA is an analysis method use d to apply gground motioons incremenntally
until colllapse occurss. Results fro
om IDA are typically ussed to devellop fragility curves, whiich is
an objecttive of this study. Two sets of IDA
A analyses w
were conduccted: one unnder the 44 sshort-
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duration ground mo
otions and the
t other seet used the 44 long-duuration grouund motionss. All
ucted on the tested speciimens using the calibratted OpenSeees model. Figures
analyses were condu
6.19 and
d 6.20 show the IDA ressults from th
he increment
ntal nonlineaar time-history analysis w
when
the perceentage of drift
d
is relatted to eitherr the peak ground accceleration (P
PGA) or speectral
accelerattion (Sa) as an
a IM, respeectively. In general,
g
low
wer drift capaacities can bbe seen in caase of
long-duraation record
ds (parts b in
n both figurres). The efffect of the long-duratioon earthquakkes is
explained
d as accumu
ulating moree fatigue damage in thee braces at llower drift rratios becauuse of
larger nu
umber of loaading cycles in long-durration earthqquakes, whicch can causee complete bbrace
rupture.
The
T results frrom IDA anaalysis were used
u
to deveelop two typees of collapsse fragility cuurves
based on
n which IN is used. Fig
gures 6.21(aa) and (b) coompare the developed collapse fraagility
for PGA aand Sa IMs, respectivelyy. As
curves frrom the sho
ort- and long
g-duration earthquakes
e
shown in
n Figure 6.21
1, the long-d
duration set led
l to a highher probabiliity of exceeddance or colllapse
for a giveen IM. The difference
d
in
n the median
n fragility is aabout 45% iin the drift caapacity at faailure,
i.e., a red
duction from
m 1.20% driift capacity to only 0.8 2% due to llonger durattion earthquuakes.
Note thaat the differeence in the median fraagility is aboout 10% in the spectraal acceleration at
failure, i.e.,
i
a reducction from 1.75g spectral acceleraation to 1.558g due to longer durration
earthquak
kes. Overall, these trend
ds agree to so
ome extent w
with what w
was reported by Raghunaandan
et al. [2015] and Chandramoha
C
an et al. [2
2016a; 20166b]. For insttance, Channdramohan eet al.
[2016a; 2016b]
2
reported that thee median dissplacement ccollapse cappacity changeed by about 29%
when lon
nger duration
n earthquakees are applied
d for modernn steel mom
ment frames. N
Note: the median
drift % values
v
show
wn in the reesults of thee IDA almoost match thhe results obbtained from
m the
experimeents, specificcally Specim
mens S1 and S2.

Figure 6.19

IDA results
s for story drrift as relates
s to PGA as the intensity
y
measure.
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Figure
F
6.20

Figure 6.21

IDA resultts for story drift
d
as relate
es to Sa as th
he intensity m
measure.

Developed
d fragility currves for one--story one-ba
ay SCBF with
chevron brraces (test specimens) u
using two inttensity measures: (a)
drift %, and
d (b) spectra
al acceleratio
on.

6.4.3 Collapse
C
As
ssessmentt
Using th
he same non
nlinear time--history anaalyses cases previously obtained frrom IDA, reesults
were intterpreted diffferently to further und
derstand thee effect of duration. IIn this regaard, a
preliminaary regressio
on analysis was conduccted to deterrmine if theere is a relationship or trend
between the ground
d-motion sig
gnificant durration and tthe drift cappacity; see Figure 6.222. An
inverse liinear trend can
c be obserrved in the fiigure where results from
m all 88 anallyses done foor the
tested specimen OpeenSees modeel were conssidered altoggether. As shhown in Figuure 6.22, thee best
fitted linear regressio
on shows that the obtain
ned drift cappacity from analysis is rreduced by aabout
8% on average
a
for every additional 10 secc in groundd-motion siggnificant durration. Simiilarly,
Figure 6.23
6
shows the relation
nship betweeen the grouund-motion significant dduration andd the
spectral acceleration
a
where an in
nverse trend is
i obvious. T
The reductioon is about 5% on averagge for
every 10 sec in groun
nd-motion siignificant du
uration.
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The
T trends ob
bserved from
m Figures 6..22 and 6.233 seem to aggree with thee recent studdy by
Chandram
mohan et al.
a [2016a; 2016b], who
w
reportedd a clear ttrend betweeen the speectral
accelerattion ratio as an EDP, an
nd significan
nt duration Ds (5–75%). The trend sshowed a sm
maller
collapse capacity as a function off ground-mo
otion duratioon. This findding supportss previous sttudies
nstrating thaat not only higher
h
intenssity ground m
motions wouuld lead to damage or m
might
in demon
lead to collapse,
c
butt lower spectral acceleraation accomp
mpanied by oother effects—
—such as loonger
durationss—may havee similar efffects and lead to structurral memberss failure or fu
full collapse.. This
highlightts once again
n the importtance of futu
ure considerration of groound-motionn duration ass part
of design
n codes, at leeast for speccific sites wh
here long-duuration grounnd motions aare expectedd such
as the Paacific Northw
west.

Figure 6.22

Fitted relattionship betw
ween the sig
gnificant dura
ation and fra
ame drift
capacity.

Figure 6.23

ween the sig
gnificant dura
ation and fra
ame
Fitted relattionship betw
spectral ac
cceleration.
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7

Effect of Duration on Archetype SCBF
Buildings

In Chapter 5, the effect of ground-motion duration on SCBFs was evaluated based on the results
obtained from shake table tests. Due to the limitations of the shake table, half-scaled specimens
were used. In Chapter 6, the effect of duration was further studied on the tested specimens but
using analytical methods. To increase the “fictitious” number of tests to include more groundmotion variability and better generalized conclusions, a detailed OpenSees model was calibrated
and used to conduct IDA using 88 ground motions. Based on the scope of both Chapters 5 and 6,
only the reduced-scale frames were considered. Thus, the main goal of this chapter is to
complement what was previously presented and discussed on reduced-scale frames and
investigate the effect of long-duration ground motions on full-scale archetype SCBF buildings.
Two multi-story archetype buildings were selected—a three-story and a nine-story SCBF—and
analyzed using OpenSees. Both buildings were analyzed under the same 88 short and longduration ground motions previously used. The ground motions were scaled to specific hazard
level and deterministic analysis was conducted rather than IDA. Although no fragility curves
were developed for the archetype frames, their seismic performance was compared under short
and long-duration earthquakes. This chapter provides the details of the archetype buildings, the
modeling procedure, ground-motion scaling for the deterministic analysis, and a discussion of
the results obtained from the analysis.
7.1

ARCHETYPE BUILDINGS

Two archetype buildings were used in this study. The three- and nine-story buildings were
adopted and based on the model buildings used as part of the SAC Steel project [FEMA 2000].
These designs adopted the basic floor plan, story height, and gravity loads. Appropriate
modifications were made to transform the buildings from special moment-resisting frames to
SCBFs. The new design details were taken after Hsiao et al. [2012]. The buildings were designed
using the equivalent lateral force procedure [ASCE/SEI 7-10 [2013]; AISC [2002]]. Figures 7.1
and Figure 7.2 show the typical floor plan and elevation of the three-story building; Figures 7.3
and 7.4 show same details for the nine-story building considered herein.
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Legend:

6 bays x 30' = 180'
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Figure 7.1

1

Floor plan of the considered three-story archetype building.

2

3

4

5

3RD FLR.

2ND FLR.

LOBBY

4 bays x 30' = 120'
Figure 7.2

Elevation and brace configuration of the three-story archetype
building.
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3 foors x 13' = 39'

ROOF

1

2

3

4

5

6

5 bays x 30' = 150'

A

5 bays x 30' = 150'

B

C

D

E

F
Legend:
Column location

Figure 7.3

Beam location

Bracing location

Floor plan of the considered nine-story archetype building.

A brief discussion of the design basis of the archetype buildings is presented next; the
reader is referred to [Hsiao 2012] for additional details. The basic design R value used to adjust
the design spectrum was 6. All of the buildings were designed for a location in Seattle,
Washington, using Seismic Design Category D with soil Site Class C. The three-story building
included 46 story braced bays identical in height. The nine-story building had 55 story braced
bays, with a taller bottom story to reflect typical mid-rise construction, see Figure 7.4. The
braced bays were placed on the perimeter of the buildings in a symmetric plan configuration
using a multi-level X-bracing configuration; see Figure 7.4. The buildings were designed to meet
the ASCE-7 design spectrum using the updated 2008 United States Geological Survey’s (USGS)
[2018] mapped spectral acceleration values at 2% in 50-years hazard level for the building site.
The short-period spectral acceleration, SS was 1.4g and spectral acceleration at the 1.0-sec period,
S1 was 0.53g. The site class coefficients Fa and Fv are 1.0 and 1.3, respectively, and the damped
spectra were adjusted to 2% of critical damping by applying damping adjustment factor s and 1
of 0.8 [FEMA 273 1997]. The resulting design spectral acceleration parameters were SDS of
1.17g and SD1 of 0.57g. The buildings were considered to be general office buildings, and an
occupancy importance factor, I, of 1.0 was used. According to Hsiao [2012], Table 7.1 gives the
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resulting design member sizes of the three- and nine-story buildings. Rectangular HSS were used
for all brace sections and satisfied the AISC seismic compactness criteria [AISC 2010b]. For the
current code design based on R = 6, the fundamental periods of the resulting frames were 0.38
and 0.87 sec for the three- and nine-story buildings, respectively.
1

2

3

4

5

6
ROOF

9TH FLR.

7TH FLR.

6TH FLR.

5TH FLR.

8 foors x 13' = 104'

8TH FLR.

4TH FLR.

3RD FLR.

18'

2ND FLR.

LOBBY

5 bays x 30' = 150'

Figure 7.4

Elevation and brace configuration of the nine-story archetype
building.

Table 7.1

Member sizes of the three- and nine-story archetype buildings with
representative frames used for the analysis.

Building
three-story

nine-story

Story

Brace

Beam

Exterior col.

Interior col.

1

HSS 6x6x5/8

W21x93

W14x90

W14x90

2

HSS 6x6x1/2

W21x93

W14x90

W14x90

3

HSS 5x5x1/2

W24x104

W14x90

W14x90

1

HSS 8x8x1/2

W21x93

W14x283

W14x283

2

HSS 7x7x1/2

W21x83

W14x283

W14x283

3

HSS 7x7x1/2

W21x83

W14x283

W14x283

4

HSS 7x7x1/2

W21x83

W14x193

W14x193

5

HSS 6x6x5/8

W21x83

W14x193

W14x193

6

HSS 6x6x1/2

W21x83

W14x120

W14x120

7

HSS 6x6x3/8

W21x83

W14x120

W14x120

8

HSS 5x5x1/2

W21x83

W14x74

W14x74

9

HSS 5x5x5/16

W24x104

W14x74

W14x74
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7.2

SYSTEM MODELING

To assess the seismic performance of SCBFs under long-duration ground motions,
comprehensive nonlinear dynamic analyses are needed, especially since full system testing is not
feasible. The models needed for such purposes must include every yield mechanism and failure
mode that impacts the seismic response of the overall frame, and must be capable of simulating
the response beyond initial fracture. These requirements can be met by incorporating the various
modeling techniques presented herein. Two representative planer (two-dimensional) frames from
each building (see Figures 7.2 and 7.4) were considered herein and modeled using same
approaches presented in Chapter 3. The gravity loads and second-order (P-delta) effects were
included in the simulation by employing a leaning column connected to the frame by rigid links;
see Figure 6.5. The gravity frame was modeled using shear-connection springs to simulate the
total rotational strength and stiffness of gravity beam–column connections (shear-tab
connections), which were located between the rigid link and the leaning column. The gravity
loads at each floor level were placed on the gravity frame. The technique used herein was similar
to that adopted by Hsiao [2012].
The properties of the shear-connection springs were based upon Liu’s model of shear tab
connections with composite slabs [Liu and Astaneh-Asl 2004]. The springs were simulated using
the Pinching4 material model in OpenSees. Each spring element had a stiffness and strength
equivalent to the number of the gravity bays contributing to the seismic weight. The rigid beams
used in the gravity frame model, which had the same length of the gravity bay, were supported
by rollers. The nodes at the end of the rigid beams were slaved to the nodes at the middle of the
braced frame in horizontal translation at each level; see Figure 7.5. The base of the leaning
column was pinned. Wide-flange sections W1049 and W1265 were used for the gravity
columns of the three- and nine-story buildings throughout the height, respectively. To represent
the overall contributions, such as initial axial and bending stiffness and strength, of the gravity
columns to the lateral-load resisting system, a particular cross section of the leaning column was
adopted with a cross-sectional area, moment of inertia, and plastic moment capacity equal to the
total of the gravity columns contributing to the seismic weight.

1
Shear‐connection
springs

2

3

4

5

Master Nodes

Slave Nodes

ROOF

Rigid member
3RD FLR.

2ND FLR.

Hinged Base
Bay width

Leaning
Column

LOBBY

Bay width

Bay width

Figure 7.5

Middle of
braced frame

Leaning column modeling.
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7.3

GROUND-M
G
MOTION SE
ELECTION

In order to study thee duration effect
e
on thee two framees adopted ffrom the arcchetype buildings
d above, non
nlinear dynaamic analysis was conssidered undeer a large nuumber of grround
described
motions. The same suites of grround motions previously used in C
Chapter 6 w
were used inn this
particularr study but with
w differen
nt scaling faactors. For thhe IDA prevviously condducted in Chhapter
6, no sp
pecific scalin
ng was requ
uired as eacch ground m
motion was applied inccrementally until
collapse occurred. This
T
chapter uses a deteerministic aanalysis rathher than IDA
A and a fraagility
analysis.
m
of each suite of gground mottions was liinearly scaleed to
For this anallysis, the mean
representt a specific hazard
h
level;; see Append
dix D for moore detailed informationn regarding thhe 44
pairs of ground
g
motiions. The infformation prresented in A
Appendix D also includdes the respeective
scaling factors
f
used
d to match each
e
pair of
o ground m
motions. Figuure 7.6 shoows the respponse
spectrum
m and the meean of each suite (short- and long-dduration) baased only onn matching sscales
and not a specific hazard
h
levell. Figure 7.7
7 shows botth response spectra butt after scalinng to
representt a 10%/50-y
years and 2%
%/50-years hazard-level
h
response speectra. The linear scalingg used
for each desired hazzard level co
onsidered a range
r
of perriods aroundd the fundam
mental perioods of
the two frames of in
nterest. For completeness, Figure 77.7 indicatess the fundam
mental periood for
each of th
he three- and
d nine-story buildings.

Figure 7.6

Short- and long-duration groun
nd-motion se
ets and their mean.
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Figure 7.7

7.4

Compariso
on of short- and
a long-durration ground-motion me
ean for
hazard level.
the 10%/50
0-years and 2%/50-years
2

RESULTS
R
AND
A
DISCU
USSIONS

This section presentts the resultts obtained from two sets of nonnlinear time history anaalysis
conducteed for both th
he three- and nine-story
y archetype S
SCBFs. Eachh set includeed analysis uunder
88 groun
nd motions (4
44 short-durration record
ds and 44 lonng-duration rrecords) thatt were scaledd to a
specific hazard
h
level, i.e., 10% in
n 50 years an
nd 2% in 500 years. The results incluude percentaage of
story drifft, percentag
ge of intersto
ory drift, maaximum storry displacem
ments, residual displacem
ments,
and floorr acceleration
ns. The resu
ults are comp
pared, wheree each demannd parameteer is presenteed for
the individual and meean of 44 sh
hort versus 44
4 long-durattion ground m
motions.
7.4.1 Three-Story
T
y Building Results
The scaled ground motions
m
baseed on 10% and 2% in 550-years (100/50 and 2/550) hazard llevels
were useed to computte the nonlin
near responsse of the thrree-story SC
CBF model. R
Results from
m this
analysis are
a presented and discusssed below.
7.4.1.1

10%/50 yearrs ground-mo
otion set

Presented
d below are the results of
o four diffeerent types oof results aree presented hhere and reppeated
for all other
o
cases. These incllude the peercentage off maximum
m story driftt,, percentagge of
interstory
y drift, resid
dual displaceement, and floor
f
accele rations as oobtained from
m both shorrt and
long-duraation suites of ground motions.
m
All figures show
w results froom individuaal records ass well
as averag
ge results from
fr
all 44 ground motions for beetter comparrison. Figurre 7.8 show
ws the
average maximum
m
story drifts (MSD)
(
comp
puted for thhe three-storry SCBF forr the 10/50--years
hazard leevel. The average MSDss over the frrame height varied betw
ween 0.3% annd 0.4% forr both
suites off ground motions. The results
r
show that both suuites of eartthquakes at this hazard level
caused very
v
limited
d deformatio
on and littlee concentraation of ineelastic deforrmation oveer the
building height. The ground-mottion duration
n also does not have anny specific aadverse effeccts on
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MSD, wh
hich is attrib
buted to thee fact that th
he duration sensitive eff
ffects, i.e., loow-cycle fattigueinducing brace rupturre, did not occur at this intensity
i
levvel.
Figure 7.9 sh
hows the inteerstory drift distributionn in responsee to short- aand long durration
earthquak
kes along th
he frame heiight of the three-story
t
bbuilding. Thhe figure shoows that no large
interstory
y demands are
a expected
d at this hazaard level, whhich is less than the typpical hazard level
for desig
gn. All interstory valuees obtained from the aanalysis satiisfy the AS
SCE 7-10 [22013]
percentag
ge of drift limits.
l
At th
his low-intensity hazardd level, the long-duration records show
slightly higher
h
demaands comparred to those resulting frrom short-duuration motiions. Figure 7.10
shows th
he frame resiidual displaccement at th
he end of thee analysis, i..e., after eacch ground-m
motion
record was
w completeely applied. Consistent
C
with
w the obseervation thatt no damagee (e.g., signifficant
brace buckling) was reported at this hazard level, it cann be seen thaat residual ddisplacementts are
almost zeero. This meeans that buiilding can bee still considdered fully fu
functional aft
fter an earthqquake
of this lev
vel.
Figure 7.11 shows
s
the flo
oor accelerattions at diffe
ferent storiess for both thhe short and longduration ground-mottion cases. The accelerattions are shoown to vary aalong the buuilding heighht and
between the two suiites of groun
nd motions. Although gground motions pairs w
were matchedd, the
average results from
m short and long-duratio
on earthquaakes reflect different strructural dynnamic
responses, and, in turrn, force and
d acceleration
n demands w
were obtaineed.

Figure 7.8

Compariso
on of the disttribution of m
maximum sto
ory drift alon
ng threestory SCBF height at th
he 10%/50-ye
ears hazard level for sho
ort- and
long-durattion earthqua
akes.
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Figure 7.9

Compariso
on of the disttribution of iinterstory drrift along thre
ee-story
evel for shorrt- and long--duration
SCBF at th
he 10%/50 ye
ears hazard le
earthquake
es.

Figure 7.10

Compariso
on of the disttribution of rresidual disp
placement along
three-story
y SCBF at the 10%/50 yea
ars hazard le
evel for shorrt- and
long-durattion earthqua
akes.
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Figure 7.11

7.4.1.2

Compariso
on of the disttribution of ffloor accelerration along tthreestory SCBF height at th
he 10%/50 ye
ears hazard level for sho
ort and
long-durattion earthqua
akes.

2%/50 years
s ground-mottion set

For the 2/50 level analyses, the
t
average MSD valuues increaseed significanntly, and severe
concentraation of defo
formation occcurred in most
m
cases. F
Figure 7.12 sshows the inndividual records
results an
nd the averaage MSD co
omputed forr the three-sstory SCBF for the 2%
%/50-years hazard
level. Th
he long-duraation suite of
o ground motions
m
causeed relativelyy more dam
mage comparred to
short-durration groun
nd motions. The
T damagee included seevere brace bbuckling thaat exceeded three
times thee brace widtth and comp
plete brace ruptures
r
in m
many cases. In some cases, a soft--story
mechanissm was repo
orted where all the bracees within a ccertain floor ruptured. Figure 7.13 sshows
the intersstory drift fo
or the same building
b
typee. It is clear tthat the valuues increasedd significantlly for
this hazaard level com
mpared to thee 10%/50-yeears hazard leevel. Some vvalues were noted to be high,
which resulted from those cases when
w
soft-sttory mechannisms were reeported.
Figure 7.14 shows the bu
uilding residu
ual displacem
ment after thhe end of the ground mootion.
Figure 7..15 shows th
he floor accelerations forr both the shhort and longg-duration grround motionns. In
general, close
c
accelerration valuess were reporrted from botth suites of gground motiions.
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Figure 7.12

Compariso
on of the disttribution of m
maximum sto
ory drift alon
ng threestory SCBF at the 2%/5
50-years hazzard level forr short- and llongduration ea
arthquakes.

Figure 7.13

Compariso
on of the disttribution of iinterstory drrift along thre
ee-story
SCBF at th
he 2%/50-yea
ars hazard le
evel for shortt- and long-d
duration
earthquake
es.
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Figure 7.14

Compariso
on of the disttribution of rresidual disp
placement along
three-story
y SCBF height at the 2%//50-years hazzard level for shortand long-d
duration earthquakes.

Figure 7.15

Compariso
on of the disttribution of ffloor accelerration along tthreestory SCBF at the 2%/5
50-years hazzard level forr short- and llongduration ea
arthquakes.

7.4.2 Nine-Story
N
Building Results
R
Similar to the three-sstory SCBF analysis, tw
wo hazard levvels, i.e., 100% and 2% iin 50 years, were
used to scale
s
the two
o suites of ground
g
motiions for nonnlinear time history anallysis of the ninestory SCB
BF model.
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7.4.2.1

10%/50 yearrs ground-mo
otion set

Figure 7..16 shows th
he average maximum
m
sto
ory drifts coomputed for the nine-stoory SCBF foor the
10%/50-y
years hazard
d level und
der both sho
ort and lonng-duration earthquakes. The differrence
between the responsse of the niine-story SC
CBF under bboth suites of ground m
motions waas not
significan
nt at that haazard level. This is beccause none oor only few
w number off ground mootions
caused faailure in eith
her case. Wo
orth mention
ning is that thhe long-duraation suite caused an average
higher percentage of drift conccentrated at the first flooor. The vaariation betw
ween the average
results from
fr
both su
uites of gro
ound motion
ns is aroundd 25% highher in case of long-durration
records. Figure
F
7.17 shows the maximum
m
sto
ory displaceement for thee same buildding type. A
At this
hazard leevel, no dam
mage was beeen reported
d and only llimited bracce buckling was observved in
some braaces, which did
d not exceeed three timees the brace width.
Figure 7.18 sh
hows the intterstory driftt for the sam
me building tyype with conncentration oof the
y drift at the first floor leevel, which was
w expecteed because thhis is where the highest shear
interstory
demand are typically
y observed under a giv
ven ground m
motion. Figuure 7.19 shoows the buiilding
nt at the end
d of applyin
ng each grouund motion.. Residual ddisplacementts are
residual displacemen
negligiblle at this hazzard level ass no damagee or soft-storry mechanissm was repoorted. Figuree 7.20
shows th
he floor acccelerations for
f both thee short- andd long-duraation groundd motions. F
Floor
accelerattions for the nine-story building
b
werre found to be very sim
milar for bothh short and longduration motions. Un
nlike the anaalysis for thee three-storyy building att same hazarrd level, the nineBF had a mo
ore consisten
nt dynamic response
r
undder the matcched pairs off short- and longstory SCB
duration ground motiions.

Figure 7.16

Compariso
on of the disttribution of m
maximum sto
ory drift alon
ng ninestory SCBF at the 10%
%/50-years ha
azard level fo
or short- and
d longduration ea
arthquakes.
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Figure 7.17

Compariso
on of the disttribution of m
maximum sto
ory displace
ement
evel for
along nine
e-story SCBF
F height at th
he 10%/50-ye
ears hazard le
short- and long-duratio
on earthquak
kes.

Figure 7.18

Compariso
on of the disttribution of iinterstory drrift along nine
e-story
SCBF heig
ght at the 10%
%/50-years h
hazard level ffor short- and longduration ea
arthquakes.
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7.4.2.2

Figure 7.19

Compariso
on of the disttribution of rresidual disp
placement along ninestory SCBF at the 10%
%/50 years ha
azard level fo
or short- and longduration ea
arthquakes.

Figure 7.20

Compariso
on of the disttribution of ffloor accelerration along ninestory SCBF at the 10%
%/50-years ha
azard level fo
or short- and
d longduration ea
arthquakes.

2%/50 years
s ground-mottion set

Figure 7..21 shows th
he average maximum
m
sto
ory drifts coomputed for the nine-stoory SCBF foor the
2%/50-yeears hazard level. Note: a significan
nt differencee is observedd between thhe average reesults
from the short and lo
ong-duration
n suites at th
his hazard leevel. Althouugh both suittes are compposed
of spectrrally-matched pairs, the longer duraation recordds led to moore accumulaation of dam
mage.
The observed differrence is aro
ound 50% in
i the case of maximuum drift raatios, which is a
significan
nt differencee, especially
y when a larger number of soft-storyy mechanism
ms were repported
in the case of long-d
duration earth
hquakes. Mo
ore details aabout brace rruptures andd mechanism
ms are
presented
d in the nextt section on limit
l
states.
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Figure 7.22 shows
s
the maximum
m
sto
ory displacem
ment for thee same buildding type. A
As the
i
at this hazard level, the maximum
m
dissplacements increased w
with, again, llarger
damage increased
average displacemen
d
nts observed compared to
t the long-dduration suitte of groundd motions. F
Figure
7.23 show
ws the intersstory drift fo
or the SCBF under both suites of groound motionns. The differrence
is around
d 50% moree compared to the long
g-duration gground motioons. As beffore, the anaalysis
showed concentration
c
n of damagee in the first story.
Figure 7.24 shows
s
the bu
uilding resid
dual displaceement at thee end of eachh ground mootion.
ues are signifficant at this hazard leveel, indicatingg that severe damage toook place, which is
The valu
interpreteed more properly in nex
xt section. Fiigure 7.25 shhows the flooor accelerattions for botth the
short- an
nd long-durration groun
nd motionss. Unlike ddrift and reesidual dispplacements, floor
accelerattions were not
n significan
ntly differen
nt between tthe average results from
m short and longduration ground motiions.

Figure 7.21

Distributio
on of maximu
um story drifft along nine-story SCBF
F height at
the 2%/50--years hazard
d level as co
ompared for s
short- and lo
ongduration ea
arthquakes.

Figure 7.22

Distributio
on of maximu
um story disp
placement along nine-story SCBF
height at th
he 2%/50-yea
ars hazard le
evel as comp
pared for sho
ort- and
long-durattion earthqua
akes.
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Figure 7.23

Distributio
on of intersto
ory drift along
g nine-story
y SCBF heigh
ht at the
2%/50-years hazard lev
vel as compa
ared for shorrt- and long--duration
earthquake
es.

Figure 7.24

Distributio
on of residua
al displaceme
ent along nin
ne-story SCB
BF at the
2%/50-years hazard lev
vel as compa
ared for shorrt- and long--duration
earthquake
es.
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Figure 7.25

7.5

Distributio
on of floor ac
cceleration a long nine-sto
ory SCBF at the
2%/50-years hazard lev
vel as compa
ared for shorrt- and long--duration
es.
earthquake

LIMIT
L
STAT
TES

Four perrformance liimit states were consid
dered to furrther evaluaate the effecct of earthqquake
duration on SCBFs based on co
omparisons of the resultts obtained in previous section for both
d long-duratiion ground motions.
m
Theese limit stattes were seleected to refleect the signifficant
short and
key stagees in SCBF nonlinear reesponse. Th
hese limit staates were addopted in paart after the study
by Hsiao
o [2012] and
d with some modification
ns proposed by the authhor. A brief ddescription oof the
four diffeerent limit sttates used to interpret thee archetype SCBFs analyysis results iis as followss.
1. In
nitial brace buckling:
b
Brrace buckling
g was reportted for each brace in thee SCBFs in eevery
an
nalysis. Folllowing priior experim
ments, initiaal brace buuckling typiically occurrs at
ap
pproximately
y 0.3% storry drift [Hsiiao 2012], w
which is thee value usedd to report bbrace
bu
uckling in th
his study.
2. Excessive
E
braace buckling
g requiring replacement
r
of the bracee: Requirem
ments for posssible
reeplacement of
o the bracee are defined
d as: (a) the maximum oout-of-planee displacemeent of
th
he brace excceeded three times the brrace depth, oor (b) predicction of bracce fracture. T
These
damage states related to definitions developed iin a prior sttudy for devveloping fraagility
cu
urves for con
ncentric bracced frames [ATC-58
[
20009].
3. Brace
B
fracturre: The fractture was preedicted by thhe OpenSeees model as interpreted from
reeported dam
mage index values
v
(Chaapter 3 provvided the baasis for inteerpreting dam
mage
in
ndex results)).
4. Soft Story: This
T
limit staate is introd
duced by thee author andd refers to thhe case wheen all
brraces at a given
g
floor ru
uptured according to thhe analysis. This case caan be considdered
vu
ulnerable to
o forming a soft-story mechanism
m
iif the residuual floor lateeral stiffnesss and
fo
orce resistan
nce from collumns and beams
b
are siignificantly lower than tthe braced fframe
before brace rupture.
r
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As discussed in Section 7.4, all results from extensive analysis were compiled together to
determine the probability of occurrence for each of the four performance limit states defined
above. The probability of meeting a certain limit state is expressed in a simplified way through
determining what percentage of the braces experienced a given limit state relative to total
number of braces in the analyzed SCBF. Figure 7.26 shows such percentages for the three-story
building at the 10%/50-years and 2%/50-years (MCE level) hazard levels as obtained from
separate short- and long-duration analyses conducted. For the 10%/50-years hazard level, almost
all braces buckled but no damage was reported according to the limit states defined above. For
the 2%/50-years hazard level, the long-duration ground motions caused more damage when the
possible brace replacements, brace rupture, and soft-story mechanism were considered than the
short-duration ground motions in the case of the three-story building; that said, the difference
between short and long-duration cases was not significant. This might be attributed in part that
because of the short period of the three-story building, high force demands were expected in the
frame regardless of the duration effect.
Figure 7.27 shows similar damage levels for the 10%/50-years and 2%/50-years hazard
levels for the nine-story building. The results for the 10%/50-years hazard level, show that brace
buckling occurred at 100% of the analysis cases, but no additional damage was observed at this
hazard level; for the 2%/50-years hazard level, long-duration earthquakes are shown to cause
more significant damage either for excessive brace buckling (expressed as possible replacement
limit state) or brace fracture. The soft-story mechanism was reported only in the case of longduration records.
The results obtained from the archetype SCBFs analysis, especially those pertaining to
the story mechanisms or possible brace ruptures, are yet another means of highlighting the
importance of considering ground-motion duration in future designs or performance-based
assessment. Overall, it was demonstrated in different analysis cases throughout this study that
severe structural damage or even full collapse might have a larger probability of occurrence only
because of the larger damage accumulation in SCBF braces associated with longer duration
effects.
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Figure 7.26
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Figure 7.27
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8

Summary and Conclusions

8.1

SUMMARY

Experimental and analytical investigations were conducted to study the effect of earthquake
duration on SCBFs. In particular, the effect of long-duration ground motions on SCBFs’ collapse
capacity was evaluated. The analytical part of the study consisted of two phases: (1) modeling
sensitivity and pre-test analysis, and (2) post-test analysis for test specimens and archetype
SCBFs. The experimental program involved shake table testing of three identical SCBFs
subjected to long and short-duration motions. The test specimens for this study were adopted
from a prototype building taken from the SEAOC Design Manual; one-half-scale single baysingle story frames were used for the tests.
Current seismic design codes are based on site-specific response spectra and do not
consider duration effects. Based on the literature (see Chapter 2), most previous studies on
earthquake duration effects on seismic performance of structures considered numerical methods,
and only few considered experimental testing. Moreover, many of the studies were related to
concrete structures with less focus on steel structures and specifically SCBFs. The lack of
experiments and consensus in critical modeling features such as low-cycle fatigue in SCBFs
motivated this study. First a sensitivity analysis to understand modeling effects was performed
and then shake table testing of the SCBFs were conducted to verify the models.
The first phase of the analytical investigation performed a detailed sensitivity analysis
using OpenSees models that were preliminarily calibrated against previous experimental results
for different configurations of SCBFs. This analysis aimed at finding and ranking the model
parameters with greatest effects on analysis results that pertained to seismic behavior under short
and long-duration earthquakes. The sensitivity analysis was conducted for two SCBFs
configurations: a single diagonal brace and double X-bracing under cyclic loading, subjected to
two sets of ground motions covering a wide range of significant durations.
The experimental program was the core of this study, which included three large-scale
shake table tests of identical single-story single-bay SCBFs with a chevron-brace configuration
tested under different ground motions. Two specimens were tested under a set of spectrallymatched short and long-duration ground motions. The third specimen was tested under another
long-duration ground motion. All tests started with a 100% scale of the selected ground motions,
then testing continued with increasing ground motion until failure, i.e., until both braces
ruptured. The obtained test results were not only used to understand the effect of the duration but
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provide valuable input for numerical model calibration and existing fatigue modeling parameters
assessment in the post-test analysis.
The post-test analysis was then conducted where an OpenSees model for the tested
specimens was developed to capture the experimental response of the three specimens. First, the
calibration matched the initial stiffness and overall global response, then the low-cycle fatigue
parameters were fine-tuned to properly capture the experimental local behavior, i.e., brace
buckling and rupture. The calibrated model for the test specimens was used to conduct IDA
using 44 pairs of spectrally-matched short and long-duration ground motions. This analysis
aimed at incorporating ground-motion variability for better generalized observations and
developing collapse fragility curves using different IMs to compare the effect of ground-motion
duration.
The last stage of this study extended the calibrated model to full SCBFs archetype
buildings to study the effect of ground-motion duration on full structures. Two buildings, a threestory and nine-story structure that resembled the original SAC buildings, but modified to have
SCBFs as lateral support system instead of moment resisting frames, were used. Two planer
frames were adopted from the two buildings and used for the analysis. The same 44 spectrallymatched pairs previously used in the post-test analysis were used to conduct nonlinear time
history analysis and study the effect of duration. All the ground motions were scaled to two
hazard levels for a deterministic time history analysis: 10% exceedance in 50 years and 2%
exceedance in 50 years. All analysis results were interpreted in a comparative way to isolate the
ground-motion duration effects.
8.2

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from the various analytical and experimental parts of this
study:


In general, the seismic response of SCBFs is more sensitive to material
behavior and low-cycle fatigue related input and less sensitive to brace
meshing or element-modeling parameters. Moreover, SCBFs models are less
sensitive to the input parameters under cyclic loading when compared to the
ground motions. Thus, many of our models under simplified loading scenarios
are best-suited for comparative studies, but also emphasize the importance of
using realistic ground motions to assess seismic response.



The sensitivity analysis performed in Chapter 3 shows that the choice of the
modeling parameters can significantly affect the interpreted displacement
capacities. This is crucial because some models such as Steel02 in OpenSees
are commonly used by the research and engineering community, but without
proper calibration or validation in many cases.



When modeling variability is averaged out, the assessment results show a
reduction in the drift capacity of SCBFs when subjected to long-duration
ground motions. There is about 7% reduction in the single-braced frame drift
capacity for every 10-sec increase in the duration of the earthquake. These
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values agree with the comparable values determined from the calibrated
model of the tested specimens in the post-test analysis.


For the short and long spectrally-matched tests, the final damage state defined
by the two brace rupture was observed at 200% scale of the original longduration ground motion (after 7 runs) versus 225% scale (after 20 runs) in
case of the short-duration one. The larger short-duration ground-motion
intensity produced larger displacement and strain demands produced the same
effect as the long-duration one.



The seismic capacity of SCBFs is not governed by acceleration or force
demands but rather displacement or strain cycles. This argument is supported
by the experimental evidence that almost a similar force capacity, mainly the
force needed for the two braces to undergo inelastic buckling, was observed
for all tested three specimens, i.e., they were insensitive to the earthquake
duration. In fact, the stiffness degradation, i.e., period elongation, due to brace
buckling can reduce the force demands, but brace rupture may still occur at
lower forces due to fatigue, which can be an extremely serious factor
considering the SCBFs structural integrity in the face of aftershocks or
stability and collapse concerns in multi-story SCBFs.



In terms of the SCBFs’ structural response, the tested frames lost about 25%
of the lateral stiffness after both braces buckled, and 75% loss of stiffness
after the braces ruptured. The adopted AISC design approach for SCBF beams
for the unbalanced brace forces was validated as no evidence of yielding or
plastic deformation was reported during any of the tests.



The shake table tests confirm the results from recent numerical studies that
earthquake duration effects can lead to premature seismic failures or lower
capacities, which provides more confidence for future initiatives to consider
duration effects as part of the seismic design provisions. The tests also
highlighted the importance of the fatigue role in dictating SCBFs seismic
capacities and the need for well-verified numerical models for low-cycle
fatigue. The experimental data provided in this study can be used in future
verification studies.



Using the calibrated model from the post-test analysis, it was shown that the
fatigue parameters available from the literature can lead to different analysis
results, which highlights how the fatigue parameters can affect the inferred
seismic response of SCBFs under different earthquake loading scenarios.
Most of the models predicted brace rupture at lower drift values. Note: even
though there was large variability in the results, all the variation was on the
conservative side where force or displacement capacities were
underestimated.



The fatigue parameters values provided by Salawdeh and Goggins [2013] can
be considered the most relatively accurate in predicting the observed
experimental behavior with an average variation of 6.8% and 7.3% in force
and drift capacity, respectively. On the other hand, values reported by Chen
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and Mahin [2010] seem to give the largest variation from the experimental
results, with an average variation of 15% and 39.83% in force and drift
capacity, respectively.


From the archetype buildings analysis at the 10%/50-years hazard level, the
results showed very limited deformation and little concentration of inelastic
deformation over building height. In the three-story building, the groundmotion duration did not have any specific adverse effects. For the nine-story
case, the long-duration suite of ground motions caused an average higher
percentage of drift concentrated at the first floor, which was about a 25%
increase in the drift demand compared to the short-duration ground motions.



At 2%/50-years hazard level, both archetype SCBFs experienced relatively
more damage under the long-duration ground motions. The damage included
severe brace buckling that exceeded three times the brace width and complete
brace ruptures in many cases. In some cases, a soft-story mechanism was
reported where all the braces within a certain floor were ruptured. In the case
of the nine-story SCBF, about 50% higher drift demands and larger number of
soft-story mechanisms were reported in the case of long-duration earthquakes.



The presented results from the archetype SCBFs analysis—especially that
which pertains to the story mechanisms or possible brace rupture—are yet
another means of highlighting the importance of considering ground-motion
duration in future designs or performance-based assessment.



Overall, it was shown and demonstrated throughout this study that severe
structural damage or even full collapse might have a larger probability of
occurrence because of larger damage accumulation in SCBF braces associated
with longer duration effects.



In summary, long-duration earthquakes are shown to have two main effects as
reported from the various analytical and experimental parts of this study; they
summarized in Table 8.1. First, longer duration ground motions can lead to an
increase in drift demands for multi-story SCBFs relative to shorter duration
motions with similar force demands. The second effect is a reduction of up to
47% in displacement capacities of SCBFs at failure or collapse when
compared to spectrally-matched short-duration ground motions. This overall
conclusion is based on several frames and brace configurations that varied
from single-story/single-bay to multi-story/multi-bay SCBFs. The provided
table also shows the different global and local slenderness range of values for
all braces considered in this study, which is shown to have a large impact on
the low-cycle fatigue life of the braces. Such values follow current codes and
detailing practices for SCBFs, yet render the braces and overall frame
behavior sensitive to duration effects.
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Summary of the variation in the seismic demand in SCBFs as
obtained from the various analytical and experimental parts of this
study.
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FUTURE WORK

Based on the research reported herein, several aspects pertaining to this work deserve further
study:


There is an urgent need to assess existing steel and braced buildings—
especially older buildings with limited ductility—located in the Pacific
Northwest of the United States where longer duration earthquakes are
expected from Cascadia Subduction zone ruptures. Performance-based
assessment using comprehensive frameworks, e.g., FEMA P-58 [2018], can
be an appropriate methodology to determine whether existing buildings with
braced frames should be retrofitted.



New research is needed to develop accurate fragility curves under suites of
long-duration earthquakes and incorporate into assessment frameworks.



There is a need for more experimental testing of large-scale and full-scale
braces but under realistic short and long-duration earthquake loading for
calibrating better empirical models to address fatigue. Evaluation of the
behavior of SCBFs using hybrid simulation can be ideal where only the braces
can be tested experimentally and other system components that are expected
to remain elastic (columns, beams, and connections) can be modeled
computationally. Such testing will provide a feasible means to reduce testing
expenses (time and material) while providing new datasets of strain and
fatigue life of full-scale braces under realistic earthquake loading. Moreover,
hybrid testing can also help investigate how the brace design parameters, such
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as global and local slenderness, will affect its response to short and longduration earthquakes.


As shown in Table 8.1, all of the SCBFs were designed according to the
current design code that specifies limits for both the global and local
slenderness ratios for the braces design, defined as kL/r and b/t, respectively.
These limits are set based on short-duration or crustal ground-motion records.
One way of incorporating duration effects in future design provisions would
be to define restrictive limits for these slenderness ratios, change SCBFs
detailing to alter the global and local brace buckling behavior to reduce the
damaging content of low-cycle fatigue, and reduce or eliminate SCBFs
sensitivity to long-duration earthquakes. This will require new research to
experiment with various design details and local and global slenderness ratios
to define what those limits should be..



Output and results from the University of Washington M9 project can be
further extended to address the scientific and engineering challenges in
reducing the risk of experiencing a M9 earthquake along the Cascadia
subduction zone fault. For instance, it would be beneficial to test SCBFs under
the synthetic long-duration ground motions developed by the M9 project.



More investigation on the effect of ground-motion duration on structural
response is required based on specific characterization of the seismic hazard
in regions where long-duration motions are expected. The ultimate goal here
is to implement design parameters and provide design guidance to account for
duration effects. Potential ways would include incorporating simple factors to
adjust the design force to consider the duration effect based on spatial
distributions and hazard maps for longer duration scenarios.
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